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This study examines the operational supply chain risks from the perspective of the suppliers 

of the case company. The goal of the study was to identify the major operational risks affecting 

the suppliers’ ability to deliver the assembly critical items within the agreed lead times. The 

empirical portion of this study was conducted as a qualitative case study.  

 

This study utilizes the first three steps of the four-step Supply Chain Risk Management Process 

and the tools utilized in the Risk Assessment and Risk Treatment phases of this study were 

adapted to fit the goals and needs of this study. The suppliers for this study were selected 

during the item selection process, which utilized a novel method of assessing item criticality in 

a manufacturing context. The risks faced by the suppliers were assessed through 51-point 

Risk Assessment Forms, which were divided into five main risk factors. The most major risks 

formed the basis for the Risk Workshops and the aim of the Risk Workshops was to ascertain 

how the risks manifested in the normal operations of the suppliers and how the effects of the 

risks could be mitigated. 

 

The empirical findings of this study highlight the fact that successful implementation of the 

SCRM activities would require a holistic approach that would include all relevant internal 

stakeholders in conjunction with the suppliers. 
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Tämä tutkimus tarkastelee operatiivisia hankintariskejä case-yrityksen toimittajien 

näkökulmasta. Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena oli selvittää kriittisimmät operatiiviset riskit, 

jotka vaikuttavat toimittajien kykyyn toimittaa tuotannolle kriittisiä nimikkeitä sovittujen 

toimitusaikojen puitteissa. Tutkimuksen empiirinen osuus toteutettiin laadullisena 

tapaustutkimuksena. Tämä tutkimus käyttää kolmea ensimmäistä vaihetta nelivaiheisesta 

toimitusketjun riskienhallinta prosessista ja työkalut joita hyödynnettiin hankintariskien 

arviointi- ja hoitamisvaiheissa sovellettiin tutkimuksen tavoitteiden ja tarpeiden mukaisiksi.  

Tähän tutkimukseen valitut toimittajat seulottiin nimikevalinta-prosessin kautta, joka hyödynsi 

uudenlaista metodia nimikkeiden kriittisyyden arviointiin tuotannon näkökulmasta. Toimittajien 

kohtaamia riskejä arvioitiin 51-kohtaisten  riskienarviointilomakkeiden avulla, jotka olivat jaettu 

viiteen pääasialliseen riskitekijään. Kriittisimmät riskit muodostivat pohjan riskityöpajoille, 

joiden tarkoituksena oli tulkita miten kriittisimmät riskit näkyvät toimittajien päivittäisissä 

operaatiossa ja miten näiden riskien vaikutuksia pystyttäisiin lieventämään. Tutkimuksen 

empiiristen tuloksien perusteella toimitusketjun riskienhallinta-aktiviteettien onnistuminen 

yrityksissä vaatii kokonaisvaltaista lähestymistapaa, joka ottaa huomioon kaikki relevantit 

sisäiset sidosryhmät, yhteistyössä toimittajien kanssa. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

As the level of globalization has increased over the past decades many companies 

have been provided with new opportunities to expand their operations and tap into new 

markets across the globe. This global expansion has brought about new challenges to 

companies to manage risks in their increasingly complex supply chains. (Choi et al. 

2012).  There have been several events in recent history that have severely impacted 

supply chains on a global scale, such as the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center 

in 2001, the eruption of the volcano Eyafjallajökull in Iceland in 2010 and the very large 

earthquakes and subsequent tsunamis in the South Pacific and Japan in 2004 and 

2011 (Kumar et al. 2014). The most recent and arguably the most impactful of these 

global disruptions has been the ongoing global SARS-CoV-2, or COVID-19 pandemic, 

which started in Wuhan, China in late 2019 and quickly spread across the globe 

(Ivanov, 2020).  As Ivanov (2020) further notes, by April 2020 94% of the Fortune 1000 

companies had seen COVID-19 related supply chain disruptions, however the true 

extent of the impacts of the pandemic have yet to be seen. 

 

These strategic, high impact but low probability risks are however only one example of 

the Supply Chain Risks that companies have to deal with in their day to day operations. 

This thesis was written as a part of the Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy’s Surface 

Drilling division’s (hence: SF-Drills) improvement project launched in early 2019 and 

goal of this thesis was to investigate the operational Supply Chain Risks that have 

impacted the ability the suppliers of SF-Drills to deliver assembly critical items of three 

product lines of SF-Drills’ product portfolio within the agreed lead times and to uncover 

ways to mitigate the most significant risks.  

 

This thesis applies the three first steps of the four-step Supply Chain Risk Management 

Process outlined by Zsidisin et al. (2005) from the suppliers’ point of view and the 

results of this study are presented as suggestions of the steps that could be 

implemented by the case company to mitigate the most significant Supply Chain Risks 

faced by the suppliers of the assembly critical items of the three product lines. The 
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three product lines are all tracked, diesel-powered rock drilling rigs used mainly in 

mining and construction applications.  

 

1.1 Research questions  

The research questions follow the structure of the thesis. The main research questions 

will be answered through three sub-questions, each dealing with the three main parts 

of the study: item selection, risk assessment and Risk Workshops. One of the main 

research gaps in the current literature, which will be discussed more in detail in chapter 

2, is the fact that the suppliers’ viewpoint is almost completely missing from the current 

Supply Chain Risk Management literature. Understanding the risks faced by the 

suppliers and finding ways to jointly mitigate the risks or the effects of the risks was 

identified by the case company as one of the ways to ensure item availability at all 

demand levels. This study deliberately takes the suppliers’ viewpoint in the risk 

assessment and in the Risk Workshops. 

 

Main question: How can the main risk factors affecting the availability of the critical 

items be mitigated during future periods of high demand? 

 

The main research question aims to answer how the case company in collaboration 

with the suppliers of the critical items can alleviate the effects of the main supply chain 

risk factors.  

 

Sub-questions: 

 

1. What are the most critical items for the production flow and overall costs of three 

product lines of the case company 

 

Item criticality assessment will be based on the available historical data on material 

shortages from case company’s ERP system and the data logged during Unit Startup 

Checks. The data was sorted by occurrence frequency, i.e. how often a given item was 

logged as unavailable and the criticality assessment will be based on VED-analysis, 

which was adapted to fit the specific production processes of the case company and  

conducted by the production line managers in conjunction with the production line 
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workers of the three product lines. Based on the criticality assessment, 13 items from 

seven different suppliers were selected for analysis. 

 

2. What are the main supply chain risk factors affecting the suppliers’ ability to deliver 

the critical items 

 

The risks faced by the suppliers were assessed through Risk Assessment Forms, 

which were divided into five main risk factors, which were supplier related risks, 

demand related risks, risks related to internal processes at the supplier company, risks 

related to the customers of the supplier company and SKU-specific risks related 

directly to the critical items. The Risk Assessment form consisted of 51 risks and the 

suppliers of the critical items were asked to evaluate each risk based on their 

probability, impact and Mean-time-to-Repair (MTTR). Based on the evaluations, a Risk 

Key Factor (RKF) was calculated for each risk and the highest RKF scores formed the 

basis for the Risk Workshops. 

 

3. What actions can be taken to mitigate the negative effects of main supply chain risk 

factors affecting the availability of critical items 

 

The risks with the highest RKF scores formed the basis for the Risk Workshops, joint 

brainstorming sessions where representatives of the supplier companies and the 

sourcing engineers and procurement specialists responsible for the suppliers in 

question were present. The goal of these Risk Workshops was to ascertain how the 

risks manifested in the normal operations of the suppliers and how the effects of the 

risks could be mitigated. 

 

1.2 Theoretical framework 

The framework of this thesis was constructed around the four-step Supply Chain Risk 

Management Process (SCRMP) outlined by Zsidisin et al. (2005). The empirical 

portion of this study follows the first three steps, Risk Identification, Risk Assessment 

and Risk Mitigation of the SCRMP, where the Risk Identification step is represented 

by the Formulation of the Risk Assessment Form used to assess the most significant 

operational Supply Chain Risks impacting the suppliers of the assembly critical items, 
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the Risk Assessment step is represented by the Risk Assessment Forms filled by the 

suppliers of the assembly critical items and the Risk Mitigation step is represented by 

the Risk Workshops, where the most significant risks that were brought up in the Risk 

Assessment phase were discussed with the representatives of supplier companies, as 

well as the sourcing engineers and procurement specialists responsible for the 

suppliers at Sandvik SF-Drills.  

 

 

Figure 1. Theoretical framework of the study 

 

Due to the limited amount time to carry out this study, the Risk Monitoring step of the 

SCRMP was left out of this thesis. 

 

1.3 Research methodology 

This study was conducted as a qualitative case study, where quantitative data was 

used to form the basis of the qualitative analysis. Research methods can be divided 

into quantitative methods, which can be viewed as more objective and data driven and 

qualitative methods, which can be seen as more subjective and explanatory (Näslund 

2002). 
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Näslund (2002) explains that even though case studies are generally viewed as 

qualitative studies, they can also be quantitative. Case study represents and research 

strategy and does not imply the use of a distinct data collection method (Eisenhardt 

1989; Yin 1981). 

 

Case study was chosen as the research strategy, as the goal of this thesis is to study 

a specific, real-life phenomenon with the focus on analyzing the causes and effects 

related to the operational supply chain risks faced by the suppliers of Sandvik SF-Drills. 

A case study approach is appropriate when the study seeks to answer “how” and “why” 

questions (Yin 2003) and as such, the case study method was ideal for this type of 

study. Case studies are especially useful in a business setting, as Ellram (1996) 

describes case studies as “focusing on holistic situations in real life settings and tend 

to have set boundaries of interest, such as an organization, a particular industry, or a 

particular type of operation”.  

 

Quantitative data was used during the item selection and Risk Assessment phases, 

the quantitative data collected and analyzed during these phases of the study was 

used to form the basis of the Risk Workshop Agendas. The Risk Workshops produced 

the qualitative data that was analyzed to produce the results and conclusions of this 

study. The Risk Workshops conducted with the suppliers were somewhat similar in 

structure to semi-structured interviews, however the Risk Workshops were deliberately 

set up to encourage an honest and open discussion between the representatives of 

the suppliers, Sandvik SF-Drills and the author of this thesis. As such, the Risk 

Workshops were not interviews per se, but the progression of the Risk Workshops was 

set by the Risk Workshops Agendas.  

 

This study also features elements of insider action research. Bhatganar (2017) 

describes insider action research as research conducted by a member of an 

organization in and on their own organization, where “…the researcher-author is an 

active participant, is on equal terms with others members of the organization and 

carries out research based on experience, knowledge and access to empirical data”. 

The action research element was brought to this study in due to the fact that the author 

of this thesis was a full-time employee in the case company’s procurement function 
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during the final six months of finalizing this study and thus had access to information 

that would not be available to any researcher outside of the case company. The author 

was able to observe the themes of this study in a practical working setting and draw 

certain conclusions based on practical experience that were not part of the main 

empirical research material gathered during the Risk Assessment and Risk Workshop 

phases of this study. The conclusion based on insider action research elements will be 

presented separately from the conclusions drawn from the main body of the empirical 

research material in chapter 6. 

 

1.4 Limitations and exclusions 

There are several limitations and exclusions in this study related to the theoretical 

background, data collection and the general objectives of this study. The topics 

discussed in this thesis, the amount potential suppliers that could have been included 

and the amount data available from the case company’s ERP system made it 

imperative to narrow down the focus of this thesis. 

 

Case company, suppliers and the items 

 

The case company will be discussed on a superficial level and for example exact 

production numbers, supplier information, item level information or anything else 

deemed sensitive information by the case company will not be discussed in detail in 

this study. The suppliers are named based on the items they produce, i.e. metal, 

electrical and hydraulic items and the item names, item numbers or the functions they 

perform in each machine type are also not discussed in order to further conceal the 

identities of the supplier companies. 

 

The three different machine types of the case company’s portfolio that are the focus of 

this thesis are referred to as product lines due to the large variation between each 

individual machine of each product line. The case company offers a wide variety of 

configurations and optional functions to each machine type which will alter the bill of 

materials of each individual machine, as such only the “standard items” which are 

constant regardless of the options and other optional functionalities are the focus of 

this study.  
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Item selection 

 

The item selection in this study was limited to three different product lines of Sandvik 

SF-Drills in order to limit the size of the material shortage data and to focus the thesis 

on the product lines that are the primary concern of the SF-Drills improvement project. 

The inspection period for product lines A and B was limited to roughly two and a half 

years, from the summer of 2017 to end of November 2019. Product line C is the newest 

of the three and due to the fact that the overall production numbers are much lower 

than product lines A and B, a different data set concentrating on the recent item 

shortages of module assembly phases was deemed appropriate for the item selection 

process. 

 

To limit the item mass even further, only the so called “standard items” are included 

and the items used in the various options available for the machines are excluded. 

Furthermore, only items ordered from external suppliers were included in the item 

selection process. There were a very large number of SKU’s from internal suppliers, 

such as the hydraulic cell and the drifter factory present in the material shortage data 

from the ERP and the Unit Startup Check data, but after internal discussions it was 

deemed unfeasible to include these items in the study, as this would have required a 

detailed examination of the internal logistics and warehousing of the case company 

and how the externally procured sub-level components used in the assembly of these 

items are handled in the ERP.  

The number of items was further limited by excluding items lower unit costs. Internally 

it was deemed practical to exclude these items from this study, as the preventive 

measures to mitigate material shortages for these items has already been carried out 

previously. 

 

There are also certain issues regarding the validity of the material shortage data that 

is used in the item selection process, as certain items may be over-represented in the 

data whereas items used by certain assembly sub-contractors might not be present in 

the data at all. These issues are discussed more in chapter 3.5. 
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SCRM  

Supply Chain Risk Management as a research field is relatively new and there is a 

distinct lack of consensus within the academic literature about the definitions, 

objectives and application of SCRM (Fan and Stevenson, 2018). Due to the nature and 

objectives of this thesis, only the concepts directly related to the topic of operational 

supply chain risks are discussed and as such, the strategic, macro-level risks and their 

mitigation strategies for example will not be included in this thesis. The nature, subject 

and goals of this study influenced the chosen working definitions of the key concepts 

discussed during this thesis and in certain cases adapted to accommodate the 

research subject.  

 

This thesis will utilize the definitions discussed in chapter 2 and will concentrate solely 

on the operational risks, as these are the risks that the sourcing and procurement 

functions of the case company as well as the suppliers of the critical items can directly 

influence.  

 

Objectives 

The main objective of this thesis is to uncover the main risks that influence the ability 

of the suppliers of the critical items to deliver the assembly critical items within the 

agreed lead times and to find ways to mitigate these risks or their effects in 

collaboration with the suppliers. As such, this study is deliberately narrow in its focus 

and the goal is not to produce results that are generalizable outside the case company, 

but that may be useful in uncovering further research topics and knowledge gaps in 

the current literature. This also is also highlighted by the fact that this study is weighted 

towards the empirical portion. 

 

1.5 Thesis outline 

The thesis is presented in six chapters and the structure of thesis is presented in Figure 

2. 
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Figure 2. Outline of the thesis 

 

The first chapter outlined the research questions, research methods, limitations and 

exclusions and the theoretical framework of this study. The second chapter details the 

Supply Chain Risk Management process utilized in this study as well gives an outline 

of the of the different facets of Supply Chain Risk Management and the working 

definitions of the concepts utilized in this thesis. The third chapter gives an overview 

of the case company, the current Supply Chain Risk Management processes utilized 

by the case company and gives an outline of the production processes of Sandvik SF-

Drills. The fourth chapter discusses the three main steps of the empirical portion of this 

study, item selection, Risk Assessment and Risk Workshops and gives an outline of 

the methods used to conduct these steps. The fourth chapter also discusses the 

impacts and costs that the material shortages of the assembly critical items have on 

the overall production process and provides the main impetus for the item selection 

process. The fifth chapter presents the results of the Risk Workshops and the 

suggested Risk Mitigation steps that were brought up during the Risk Workshops. The 

sixth chapter details the conclusions of this study, answer the research questions 

based on the results of the empirical portion of this study and presents topics for further 

research based on the issues that were uncovered during the study. 
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2 SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT 

 

Increasing level of globalization has provided many opportunities for companies but as 

companies expand their operations even wider, they need to consider many factors 

that may also threaten their businesses. Intensifying global competition, increasing 

complexity and the trend of moving from traditional supply chains towards more 

complex supply chain networks, change towards lean production methods and 

shortened product life cycles have made supply chains more vulnerable to different 

risks. (Wiengarten et al. 2016; Neiger et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2013)  

Neiger et al. (2007) posit that these challenges dealing with the vulnerability of supply 

chains have increased the role and importance of Supply Chain Risk Management in 

companies. 

 

Due to these factors, Supply Chain Risk Management has emerged as a growing 

research field among practitioners and research alike (Sodhi et al. 2012). Supply Chain 

Risk Management can be viewed as an evolution of Supply Chain Management, a 

concept that was first coined in 1982 and which was originally conceived to connect 

logistics with other functions (Khojasteh 2018) and significant research on Supply 

Chain Risk Management began in the early 2000’s (Prakash et al. 2017). According to 

Namashiman and Talluri (2009) Supply Chain Risk Management can be viewed as 

being strategic management activity, as it can impact the financial, operational and 

market performance of companies.  

 

According to Zsidisin (2003), each purchasing company faces risks related to their 

supply chain operations. Some of the risks can be prevented with effective risk 

management tools but there are also many unpredictable changes in the business 

environment that might cause excessive harm for company’s supply.  

 

Blos et al. (2009) illustrate how SCRM is positioned at the intersection of traditional 

Supply Chain Management and Risk Management: 
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Figure 3. Supply chain risk management (Adapted from Blos et. al. 2009) 

 

Despite the growing amount of research on the topic, there are still vastly differing 

views among the researchers on the definitions of the key concepts, the classifications 

of the different Supply Chain Risks and a lack of empirical research on the different 

SCRM methods proposed in the literature (Ho et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2013). As 

mentioned previously, there is a distinct lack of consensus when it comes to the 

definitions of the key concepts related to Supply Chain Risk Management and the term 

itself. The different definitions might not be inconsistent or conflicting per se, however 

they display different points of focus (Diehl & Spinler 2013). It is however imperative to 

establish the definitions and the context of the definitions utilized in this study in order 

to establish a base upon which the empirical portion of this study is founded. 

 

This chapter details the theoretical background of this study. The first section is 

devoted to discussing the definitions of the key concepts that underpin the SCRM 

methods utilized in the empirical portion, second section details the four-step Supply 

Chain Risk Management Process outlined by Hallikas et al (2004) and Zsidisin et al. 

(2005), third section discusses the different risk categorizations proposed in the SCRM 

literature and the fourth section outlines some of the research gaps in the current 

SCRM literature. 
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2.1 Key concepts and definitions 

The following section will detail the key concepts and the definitions of these key 

concepts that were selected as the basis of the Supply Risk Management methods 

utilized in this study. The definitions discussed in this section constitute only a fraction 

of the different definitions found in the literature, however the purpose is to provide a 

superficial overview on the different views found in the literature and to give the 

rationale of the choices of the definitions utilized in this study. 

  

The concept of “risk” has been widely discussed in the general management literature, 

such as in the fields of finance, strategy and marketing (Vilko 2012). Risks in the supply 

chain context have been commonly described as purely negative events leading to 

undesirable consequences (Manuj & Mentzer 2008), however as Rao & Goldsby 

(2009) point out, in other fields such as decision theory, the term “risk” carries a more 

neutral tone. This should be noted, as the concept of risk can carry different 

connotations depending on the context and viewpoint.  

 

In the supply chain context, the definitions of “risk” has a slightly more defined meaning. 

Zsidisin et al. (2003) define Supply Chain Risk as “…the probability of an incident 

associated with inbound supply from individual supplier failures or the supply market 

occurring, in which its outcomes result in the inability of the purchasing firm to meet 

customer demand or cause threats to customer life and safety”. This definition 

highlights the previously mentioned disposition of defining Supply Chain Risks as 

purely negative events, which is also the viewpoint that this study adopts.  

 

Wagner & Bode (2006) and Bogataj and Bogataj (2007) offer broader and somewhat 

more ambiguous definitions for the purposes of this study, describing Supply Chain 

Risks as “…the negative deviation from the expected value of a certain performance 

measure, resulting in negative consequences for the focal firm” and “…the potential 

variation of outcomes that influence the decrease of value added at any activity cell in 

a  chain”. These definitions being broader do not fully encapsulate the goals of this 

study and also highlight the differing viewpoints mentioned by Diehl & Spinler (2013). 
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Jüttner et al. (2003) offer the definition adopted by this thesis, describing Supply Chain 

Risks as “…any risks for the information, material and product flows from original 

suppliers to the delivery of the final product for the end user”. Even though this study 

is first and foremost concentrated on the suppliers’ ability to deliver the assembly 

critical items within the agreed lead times, the ultimate goal of the SF-Drill improvement 

project is to ensure the timely deliveries of the finished machines to the end customers.  

 

It should be noted that in certain situations the terms “risk” and “uncertainty” are used 

somewhat interchangeably in the SCRM literature, although the meanings are different 

in the supply chain context. Oversimplified, uncertainty can be defined as the lack of 

certainty, information or objectives related to certain decisions, outcomes or situations 

(Van der Vorst & Beulens 2002), whereas risk can be viewed as the probability of a 

negative event. According to Ritchie & Brindley (2007) uncertainty means the absence 

of information of a potential event, regardless if the event is positive or negative.  

 

Much like Supply Chain Risk Management, Supply Chain Management also lacks an 

agreed definition in the literature (Lysons & Farrington 2006). Stock & Boyer (2009) 

mention that there has been some confusion among the researchers of SCM about the 

proposed definitions in the literature. They further posit that the lack of concrete 

definitions may hinder the further development of SCM. 

 

Waters (2007) describes SCM as a function that is responsible for the transportation 

and storage of materials on their way from the suppliers via intermediate operations to 

the final customer. According to Tan (2001) SCM has been used as a synonym for the 

purchasing and supply activities of manufacturers, to describe the logistics and 

transportation functions of retailers and finally to describe all value-adding activities 

from the producers of raw materials to the end user. These different viewpoints have 

produced a myriad of different descriptions of SCM and Stock & Boyer (2009) offer a 

broad definition of SCM that encompasses these differing viewpoints: “The 

management of a network of relationships within a firm and between interdependent 

organizations and business units consisting of material suppliers, purchasing, 

production facilities, logistics, marketing, and related systems that facilitate the forward 

and reverse flow of materials, services, finances and information from the original 
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producer to final customer with the benefits of adding value, maximizing profitability 

through efficiencies, and achieving customer satisfaction”.  

 

This definition, while being far from concise, covers most of the constituent aspects of 

SCM while also describing the extensive context within which SCM is applied. This 

definition however is a bit too broad for the purposes of this study and this study adopts 

the definition given by Lummus et al. (2001): ”…all the activities involved in delivering 

a product from raw material through to the customer, including sourcing raw materials 

and parts, manufacturing and assembly, warehousing and inventory tracking, order 

entry and order management, distribution across all channels, delivery to the customer, 

and the information systems necessary to monitor all of these activities”. 

 

The definitions of Supply Chain Risk Management are equally diverse and context 

dependent as with the previously discussed concepts. Vilko (2012) describes risk 

management as a function that is responsible risks in organizations, that is taking 

actions that reduce the probability or consequences of an unwanted occurrence or 

failure. As with the previously discussed concepts, SCRM is multifaceted and as a 

result, different researchers have defined SCRM in different ways. Although almost all 

researchers highlight cooperation and collaboration between supply chain partners,  

some emphasize the pathway and objectives of SCRM but do not pay particular 

attention to the four stages of SCRM or conversely emphasize the four stages of SCRM 

while omitting either the pathway or objectives of SCRM. (Fan & Stevenson 2018) 

The four stages of SCRM will be presented in detail in section 2.2. 

 

Jüttner et al. (2003) define SCRM as “…the identification and management of risks for 

the supply chain, through a co-ordinated approach amongst supply chain members, to 

reduce supply chain vulnerability as a whole”. While this definition gives a concise 

description of SCRM, it leaves out the steps of the SCRM process. 

 

This study adopts the definition given by Fan & Stevenson (2018): “The identification, 

assessment, treatment, and monitoring of supply chain risks, with the aid of the 

internal implementation of tools, techniques and strategies and of external coordination 

and collaboration with supply chain members so as to reduce vulnerability and ensure 

continuity coupled with profitability, leading to competitive advantage”. Even though 
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this definition is broader than the topic of this study, it does encompass the full scope 

of SCRM. 

 

The definitions of SCRM also bring up the concept of Supply Chain Vulnerability. In 

essence, Supply Chain Vulnerability is the measure of how sensitive a supply chain is 

to different disturbances (Vilko 2012). In this sense, the idea of vulnerability is directly 

linked to SCRM, as the more vulnerable a supply chain is, the more risk management 

activities are required to ensure the effective operations within supply chain. According 

to Wagner & Bode (2006) Supply Chain Vulnerability is a function of certain supply 

chain characteristics and is thus related to the overall supply chain design. The related 

concepts of vulnerability are Supply Chain Resilience and Supply Chain Robustness. 

Resilience refers to the supply chains ability to withstand and recover from disruptions 

(Hosseini et al. 2019), whereas robustness refers to the supply chains ability to 

maintain its performance after disruption impact (Simchi-Levi et al. 2018). The 

concepts of vulnerability, resilience and robustness are all linked, however they fall 

outside the scope of this study, as they refer to the characteristics and design of the 

supply chain and the detailed analysis of these concepts would require a focus on the 

sourcing strategy and supply chain characteristics of the case company. It is 

nevertheless useful to introduce these concepts, as they are frequently used in the 

SCRM literature. 

 

2.2 Supply Chain Risk Management Process 

The SCRM methods utilized in the empirical portion of this study are based on the four-

step SCRM process outlined by Hallikas et al. (2004) and Zsidisin et al. (2005). This 

process gained wider acceptance among the researchers and has also been 

incorporated is some of the suggested definitions of SCRM. The SCRM process 

consist of four steps: risk identification, risk assessment, risk treatment and risk 

monitoring. 
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Figure 4. Typical supply chain risk management process (adapted from Hallikas et al. 

2004; Zsidisin et al. 2005) 

 

According to Tummala and Schoenherr (2011), supply chain risk management process 

SCRMP is a practical tool for organization’s management to use when gathering 

strategic information related to its supply chain performance and risks that might be 

threatening it. 

 

In this section each step will be individually discussed and the corresponding methods 

utilized in the empirical portion will be briefly outlined. Chapter 4 contains more 

thorough discussion on the methods utilized in the empirical portion of this study. 

 

2.2.1 Risk Identification  

SCRM process starts with a careful risk identification phase (Zsidisin et al. 2005). 

According to Neiger et al. (2009), risk identification is a critical step of supply chain risk 

management process since it determines if the process is going to succeed at all or 

not. Risk identification phase includes determination of possible supply chain related 

risks (Tummala & Schoenherr 2011). Risk Identification aims to discover all relevant 

risks and recognize potential future risks to manage them proactively. (Kern et al. 2012) 

According to Vilko & Hallikas (2012) visibility in the supply chain is one of the key 

factors in the success of risk identification. Bandaly et al. (2012) highlight the necessity 

of risk categorization to the risk identification process, as the distinctions between the 

identified risks is useful in assigning the proper risks management approach.  

 

One of the suggested Risk Identification tools in the literature is Failure Mode and 

Effects Analysis (FMEA). FMEA is a tool that was developed based on studies 

conducted by NASA in 1963 and has gained widespread adoption in different 

industries. FMEA is used to identify, prioritize and eliminate potential failures, errors 

Risk 
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Risk 
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and problems from systems before they are implemented or released as a product. 

(Hu et al. 2009) 

With FMEA company can identify different failure modes, ways in which a resource of 

a company can fail, or in other words to identify different threats affecting the 

functioning of a certain system. (Braaksma et al. 2012) 

The idea of FMEA is to calculate a risk priority number (RPN) for each component or 

a sub-system based on severity, occurrence and detection (SOD). Severity relates to 

the seriousness of the potential failure, occurrence is ranked based on the relative 

probability of a failure and detection relates to the ability to detect a failure before the 

part or assembly is released for production. RPN is calculated by multiplying the SOD 

scores. (Su & Chou 2008) 

 

According to Van Leeuwen et al. (2009) FMEA can also be used to account for the risk 

of human failure and it can be used to prioritize risks and assess the effectiveness of 

risk management activities. Aside from FMEA, several other risk identification methods 

have been proposed, such as Analytic Hierarchy Process (Tsai et al. 2008), Supply 

Chain Vulnerability Map (Blos et al. 2009) and Hazard and Operability Analysis method 

(Adhitya et al. 2009).  

 

Due to the limited time to conduct this study and the lack organizational resources 

required, this study did not utilize these more sophisticated methods. As Vilko (2012) 

mentions, one of the downsides of FMEA is that it is time consuming and resource 

intensive. For this study the formulation of the Risk Assessment Form constituted the 

Risk Identification phase. 

 

2.2.2 Risk Assessment 

The second step of the SCRM process is risk assessment. According to Kern et al. 

(2012) the risk assessment phase contains the evaluation of the likelihood of 

occurrence and an estimation of the potential impact of the risks. Dong & Cooper 

(2016) argue that without proper risk assessment, the risk mitigation strategies and 

proactive planning are “built on a shaky foundation”. They further note that although 

there is a clear need for supply chain risk assessment, there has been a limited amount 
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research on how to develop risk assessment models for practical application. For the 

following steps of the SCRM process to be effective and suitable for the particular risks, 

detailed information about the types of risks, their sources and potential impacts is 

necessary. The goal is to assess the criticality of risks in order to concentrate the risk 

mitigation procedures on the most significant risks and select the most suitable risk 

mitigation strategies. The success of the selected risk mitigation strategies rely on the 

understanding the identified risks (Kern et al. 2012). Fan & Stevenson (2018) note that 

the risk treatment actions can only be implemented on a limited number of risks due to 

limited resources that can be allocated to risk mitigation procedures. The prioritization 

of risks is an important factor in risk assessment, as it helps a company to focus the 

SCRM efforts (Hallikas et al. 2004). 

Several researchers have proposed different models for supply chain risk assessment. 

According to Tummala and Schoenherr (2011) possible risk events can be evaluated 

based on their probability distributions and objective information. If objective 

information is not available, subjective information can be utilized. Subjective 

information includes things like beliefs and judgements and is therefore usually not 

used as a first preference of information source. Cagliano et al. (2012) divide the 

different risk assessment methodologies into qualitative, semi-qualitative and 

quantitative. Qualitative and semi-qualitative methods employ risk assessment scales, 

that are presented as either descriptive or numerical representation of the impact and 

probability of the risks. Quantitative methods include mathematical models for risk 

assessment, for example Monte Carlo simulation, Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) 

or Fault Tree Analysis.  

This study adapts the risk assessment scales proposed by Hallikas et al. (2004) which 

rank the risks based on their impact and probability on five-point scales. These 

assessment scales take into consideration two factors of a risk event, probability and 

consequences. 
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Table 1. Risk impact assessment scale (Hallikas et al. 2004) 

 

Table 2. Risk probability assessment scale (Hallikas et al. 2004) 

 

This study employs similar risk probability and impact scales in the Risk Assessment 

Forms, however the scales have been adapted to fit the particular needs of this study 

and the production processes of the case company. The Risk Assessment Forms also 

utilize Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) as a third dimension of risk assessment to provide 

a more accurate view on the repercussions of the risks. Section 4.2. contains a more 

detailed description of the Risk Assessment Forms and the alterations of the risk 

assessment scales utilized in this study. 

 

2.2.3 Risk Treatment 

Risk Treatment phase constitutes the formulation of the strategies aimed at managing 

the most major risks identified and assessed in the previous phases. According to Fan 

& Stevenson (2018) there are five generic risk treatment strategies in the literature: 

risk acceptance, risk avoidance, risk transfer, risk sharing and risk mitigation. The 
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choice of the proper risk treatment strategy depends on several factors, such as the 

origin of the risks, types of risks and organizational resources (Aqlan & Lam 2015). 

 

Risk acceptance refers to a company simply accepting the risks and retaining the risk 

without making any further actions to control the potential damage of the risk, meaning 

that a company is deciding to deal with the consequences of the risks should they 

materialize (Hajmohammad & Vachon 2016). Risk avoidance means that a company 

eliminates a risk by withdrawing from the risk circumstance. The goal is to reduce the 

risk probability to zero by removing the risk source (Aqlan & Lam 2015). For example, 

a company may withdraw completely from operating in a geographical area or working 

with certain suppliers, as Hajmohammad & Vachon (2016) give an example of a large 

palm oil trader cutting ties with Indonesian suppliers due to unethical land cultivation 

practices. Risk transfer refers to a company assigning the responsibility of the risk to 

another party, where some residual risk may exist (Aqlan & Lam 2015). According to 

Hallikas et al. (2004) risk transfer may reduce the total risk if the company taking on 

the risk is better suited to cope with the risk than the company transferring it. Risk 

sharing means that a company shares some or all risks with another party, usually 

through contracts with clauses that account for changes in the risk conditions (Fan & 

Stevenson 2018). Of the strategies presented, risk mitigation has received the most 

attention from researchers. Risk mitigation aims to reduce the risks to an acceptable 

level through the reduction of both the impact and the probability of the risks (Norrman 

& Jansson 2004) and the appropriate risk mitigation strategy needs to be selected for 

each of the most significant risks (Kern et al. 2012).  

 

According to Cristopher (2011) supply chain risk mitigation strategies can be divided 

into two categories: redundancy and flexibility. Redundancy refers to for example 

increased inventory, back-up systems and long-term supplier relationships. Examples 

of flexibility include delayed product differentiation, flexible manufacturing practices, 

dynamic inventory planning and cross-training of employees. Cristopher (2011) further 

notes that although redundancy is a common strategy, adopting flexible practices can 

also provide a competitive advantage to an organization.  

 

As mentioned previously, the choice of the suitable risk treatment strategy depends on 

the types of risks, their impacts and probabilities as well as organizational 
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characteristics. Aqlan & Lam (2015) present the suitable risk treatment strategies in a 

matrix based on impact and probability. It should be noted that the high impact risks 

refer to macro-level disruption risks such as natural disasters (Faisal et al. 2006) that 

fall outside of the scope of this study.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Risk treatment strategies based on probability and impact (adapted from 

Aqlan & Lam 2015) 

 

The suggested risk treatment steps presented in the results of this study fall under the 

risk mitigation category and are given as practical responses to the most major risks 

identified by the suppliers. The risk treatment suggestions are based on the specific 

characteristics of the case company’s supply chain network and the internal processes 

within the case company and the suppliers. It should be noted however that the 

definition of the risk treatment strategies can be viewed differently depending on the 

viewpoint and how the risks are categorized and defined. For example, substituting an 

externally procured component utilized in the production of the Sandvik SKU’s with an 

alternative component could be viewed either as mitigating the availability risk of the 

Sandvik SKU from the case company’s perspective or avoiding the availability risk of 

the externally procured component by substituting it with a different component from 

the suppliers perspective. 

 

2.2.4 Risk Monitoring 

Risk monitoring is the final step in the SCRM process and it has received less 

attention from the researchers than the other steps in the SCRM process (Fan & 

Stevenson 2018). Risk monitoring refers not only to evaluating the performance of 
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the current risk management activities (Kern et al. 2012) but also to on-going 

monitoring on the changes of the operational environment of a company (Hoffman et 

al 2013). This includes monitoring the changes in the network, customer demand, 

technology and competitors, in order to update the risk assessments to correspond 

with the changes in the environment (Hallikas et al. (2004). As companies do not 

exist in a static environment and the risk sources evolve over time, the risk treatment 

strategies need to evolve with them. As Fan & Stevenson (2018) remark, risk 

monitoring should not rely only on judgmental assessments, but on formal processes, 

which mean the on-going progress SCRM activities which need to be updated and 

reviewed.  

 

In this sense risk monitoring is tied to the risk identification process and leads the 

next cycle of the SCRM process. The SCRM process should not be viewed as a 

once-through project but as a continuous process that needs to be repeated and 

updated as the changes are perceived. Changes in the operational environment may 

cause rapid changes in the risk sources and the risk treatment strategies need to be 

updated accordingly. 

 

This study omits the risk monitoring phase of the SCRM process, as the first three 

phases need to be implemented and a formal SCRM process needs to be in place in 

order to perform risk monitoring in a meaningful way. Currently there is very little 

empirical research on risk monitoring (Fan & Stevenson 2018) and practical 

information on the best practices related to risk monitoring and its influence on the 

SCRM process is not available. 

 

2.3 Risk Categorization 

There are many different ways of categorizing the different supply chain risk factors of 

different risk types suggested in the SCRM literature and as with practically all other 

aspects of SCRM, there is currently no consensus on the dimensions of the different 

risk types or the risk factors driving the risk types. As Bandaly et al. (2012) mention 

however, proper categorization of relevant supply chain risks is an essential 

component of risk identification process. This section will provide a brief overview of 

the multitude of risk taxonomies suggested in the SCRM literature, however the main 
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goal is to provide the rationale for the selection of the risk factors employed in the 

empirical portion of this study.  

 

Several researchers have suggested dyadic classification of supply chain risk types 

into macro-level supply chain disruptions and different risks arising within the supply 

chain itself. Tang (2006) divides supply chain risk types into disruption risks and 

operational risks. Disruption risks refer to major disruptions in the supply chain caused 

by e.g. natural or man-made disasters, such as earthquakes or terrorist attacks or 

economic crises. Operational risks refer to inherent uncertainties, such as uncertain 

customer demand, uncertain supply and uncertain costs. Ravindran et al. (2010) 

suggest a similar model and divide supply chain risks into Value-at-Risk (VaR) and 

Miss-the-target (MtT) type risks. Value-at-risk refers to less frequent events that can 

disrupt supplier operations, such as labour strikes, terrorist attacks or natural disasters. 

Miss-the-Target type risks refer to more frequent but less damaging situations, such 

as late deliveries and quality defects. Wu et al. (2006) and Olson & Wu (2010) divide 

supply chain risk types in a similar manner into two categories.  

 

Jüttner et al. (2003) and Christopher and Peck (2004) divide risk types into three 

categories, external to the network (environmental risks), external to the firm but 

internal to the supply chain (demand and supply risks) and internal to the firm (process 

and control risks).These three categories retain the basic idea of strategic and 

operational risks but divide operational risks further into two separate categories.  

 

Other suggested risk type classifications divide the external and internal risks into 

further categories. Bogotaj & Bogotaj (2007) divide risk types into five categories based 

on the sources of the risks. Tummala & Schoenherr divide the risks into ten risk types, 

although it could be said that the list of risk types could viewed as risk factors, rather 

than risk types.  Fan & Stevenson (2018) mention that the differences in the classifications 

are influenced by the fact that most of the empirical research has been context-specific 

and the data has focused on specific industries or geographical locations. 

 

Ho et al. (2015) have compiled a comprehensive list of various risk types suggested 

by different researchers, presented below. 
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Table 3. Supply chain risk types suggested by researchers (adapted from Ho et al. 

2015) 

Authors Risk types 

Harland et al. (2003) Strategic, operations, supply, customer, asset impairment, competitive, reputation, 

financial, fiscal, regulatory, and legal risks 

Jüttner et al. (2003) Environmental risk, network-related risk, organizational risk 

Cavinato (2004) Physical, financial, informational, relational, and innovational risks 

Chopra and Sodhi (2004) Disruptions, delays, systems, forecast, intellectual property, procurement, receivables,  

inventory, and capacity risks 

Christopher and Peck 

(2004) 

• External to the network: environmental risk 

• External to the firm but internal to the supply chain network: demand and supply 

risks 

• Internal to the firm: process and control risks 

Tang (2006) • Operational risks: uncertain customer demand, uncertain supply, and uncertain cost 

• Disruption risks: earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, terrorist attacks, economics crises 

Wu et al. (2006) • Internal risks: internal controllable, internal partially controllable, internal 

uncontrollable 

• External risks: external controllable, external partially controllable, external 

uncontrollable 

Bogataj and Bogataj 

(2007) 

Supply, process (production or distribution), demand, control, and environmental risks 

Blackhurst et al. (2008) Disruptions/disasters, logistics, supplier dependence, quality, information systems, 

forecast,  

legal, intellectual property, procurement, receivables (accounting), inventory, capacity,  

management, and security risks 

Manuj and Mentzer 

(2008) 

Supply, demand, operational, and other risks 

Tang and Tomlin (2008) Supply, process, demand, intellectual property, behavioral, and political/social risks 

Wagner and Bode (2008) Demand side, supply side, regulatory and legal, infrastructure risk, and catastrophic 

risks 

Trkman and McCormack 

(2009) 

• Endogenous risks: market and technology turbulence 

• Exogenous risks: discrete events (e.g., terrorist attacks, contagious diseases, workers’  

strikes) and continuous risks (e.g., inflation rate, consumer price index changes) 

Kumar et al. (2010) • Internal operational risks: demand, production and distribution, supply risks 

• External operational risks: terrorist attacks, natural disasters, exchange rate 

fluctuations 

Olson and Wu (2010) • Internal risks: available capacity, internal operation, information system risks 

• External risks: nature, political system, competitor and market risks 

Ravindran et al. (2010) • Value-at-risk (VaR): labor strike, terrorist attack, natural disaster 

• Miss-the-target (MtT): late delivery, missing quality requirements 

Lin and Zhou (2011) • Risk in the external environment  

• Risk within the supply chain 

• Internal risk 

Tang and Musa (2011) Material flow, financial flow, and information flow risks 

Tummala and Schoenherr 

(2011) 

Demand, delay, disruption, inventory, manufacturing (process) breakdown, physical 

plant  

(capacity), supply (procurement), system, sovereign, and transportation risks 

Samvedi et al. (2013) Supply, demand, process, and environmental risks 

 

 

This study adopts the dyadic classification of supply chain risks suggested by Tang 

(2006), however this study omits the strategic disruption risks and focuses on the 

operational risks, as it can be argued that the supply chain members have very little 

influence on the external risks and thus in the context of this study it is more practical 

to focus on the risks internal to the supply chain. 
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The supply chain risk types subdivided into various supply chain risk factors. Ho et al. 

(2015) define supply chain risk factors as “various events and situations that drive a 

specific risk type”. The are some contradictions related to the risk classifications in the 

literature, as certain risk types discussed earlier could be viewed as risk factors. 

According to Ho et al. (2015) it would be more appropriate to view some of the broader 

risk classifications as risk types, rather than risk factors. This study adopts a more 

streamlined approach and considers the risk factors in a broader context. 

 

This study divides the risk factors into five groups, which are supplier related risks, 

risks related to demand, risks related to internal processes at the supplier company, 

risks related to the customers of the supplier company and SKU-specific risks related 

directly to the SKU’s selected during the item selection phase. These risk factors were 

selected as the most relevant factors directly affecting the suppliers’ ability to deliver 

the assembly critical items within the agreed lead times. The risks related to suppliers 

refer to sub-tier suppliers and include issues such as poor communication, insufficient 

quality, late deliveries and insufficient production capacity. Risks related to demand 

refer to issues such as customer forecast inaccuracy and customer demand variability. 

Risks related to internal processes refer to issues within the supplier companies and 

include insufficient production capacity, insufficient use of available capacity and 

production equipment reliability. Risks related to customers are issues that the 

suppliers have with their customers and include issues such as poor communication 

and inaccurate product specifications. Lastly, the SKU-specific risks are risks that are 

directly related to the items that were chosen during the item selection phase. The 

SKU-specific risks were included in this study because certain items that the case 

company procures require for example specialized transportation racks which limit the 

amount of items a supplier can deliver within a certain time span, as there are only 

limited amount of the racks in circulation. Certain items might also contain externally 

procured components which are not used in the production of any other items in the 

suppliers’ portfolio and thus might pose issues with availability. The full list of the 

individual risks under the risk factors can be found in Appendix 2. 
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2.4 Research gaps and limitations in the current literature 

SCRM is still a relatively new research area and there are still various knowledge gaps 

and differing viewpoints in the academic literature. This section is based on SCRM 

literature reviews published between 2006 and 2018 from various researchers and 

these literature reviews highlight the fact that SCRM as a research are is still a rather 

divergent field with many researchers conducting their research with a relatively narrow 

focus in regards to the various aspects of SCRM. According to Fan and Stevenson 

(2018), these topics include the following: 

 

1. Objectives of SCRM. What is the researcher’s chosen perspective of the 

research? 

2. Definitions of SCRM. The differing pathways to, and objectives of SCRM in 

research has resulted in a broad spectrum of different definitions of SCRM and 

its main concepts. 

3. Country and industry sector. SCRM literature tends to focus on a narrow field 

of countries and industries. 

4. Perspective of SCRM. Majority of the research focuses mainly on the buyer’s 

perspective, with suppliers receiving much less attention. 

5. Research methods. Majority of the research papers use only a single research 

method and the use of secondary data is limited. 

 

 

Sodhi et al. (2012) highlighted three main research gaps within the SCRM literature: 

1. Definition gap. There is a lack of consensus on the definition of SCRM 

2. Process gap. There is a lack of coverage of the responses to risk incidents. 

3. Methodology gap. There is a lack of use of empirical methods in SCRM 

research. 

 

The literary reviews themselves have also focused on a narrow spectrum of the topics 

within SCRM or have reviewed a limited number of research papers. For example, 

Tang (2006) and Heckmann et. al (2015) reviewed papers dealing with quantitative 

models for SCRM, Aloini et. al (2012) focused on SCRM implementation in the 

construction industry and Rao and Goldsby (2009) reviewed only 55 papers. Tang and 
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Musa (2011) reviewed papers through the lens of supply chain risks being macro-level 

risks with low probability but high negative impact on the system. 

 

Ho et al (2015) also mention, that although there is increasing amount of research 

conducted in the field of SCRM, the majority is still theoretical and the SCRM methods 

proposed in the literature have not been verified empirically. The frameworks 

discussing the topics have also been limited in their scope, focusing on a single product 

(Giri, 2011; Xanthopoulos 2012), a simple, two-tiered supply chain (Ruiz-Keren, 2009) 

or only considered similar suppliers (Glock and Ries, 2013).  

 

As can be seen here, the applicability of the current SCRM literature is somewhat 

limited in the context of this study, especially since there are virtually no examples of 

complex supply chains where the demand is not uniform across all of the buying firms 

product lines and where the suppliers deliver products that are similar in function but 

not interchangeable between different product lines of the buying firm. Practically all of 

the methods utilized in the empirical portion of this study had to be adapted from the 

literature to specifically fit the subject, goals and limitations of this study, which 

highlights the fact that currently the frameworks, methods and definitions proposed in 

the literature should be taken more as higher level concepts, rather than concrete 

guidelines on how to effectively conduct SCRM activities in organizations. This was 

also mentioned by Diehl & Spinler (2013), who stated that individual adaptation of 

theoretical concepts is necessary. This study also focuses mainly on the suppliers’ 

point of view, which is currently often neglected in the literature. 
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3 CASE COMPANY AND THE PRODUCTION PROCESS  

 

This chapter will give a brief history of the case company and a broad overview of the 

production processes and the current operational risk management activities 

performed by the sourcing and procurement functions of the case company. This 

section is partly based on the public information available at Sandvik’s website as well 

internal documents and interviews conducted with representatives of production 

planning and sourcing departments. 

 

3.1 Overview of the case company – Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy 

Surface Drilling division 

 

Sandvik AB is a multinational engineering company originally founded in 1862 and the 

company headquarters are located in Stockholm, Sweden. Sandvik AB as a whole 

employed approximately 40 000 people and had a total revenue of approximately 100 

billion SEK in 2019. Sandvik AB’s operations are divided in to three Business Areas: 

 

• Sandvik Machining Solutions 

 

• Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology  

 

• Sandvik Materials Technology 

 

Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy was originally Tampella Tamrock Oy, part of the 

Finnish industrial company Tampella and it was a major producer of rock drills and drill 

rigs. Sandvik acquired the majority ownership of Tamrock in 1997 and it was renamed 

to Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy in 2006.  

 

Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy produces a variety of drill rigs for mining and 

construction applications and production facility in Tampere houses both the 

Underground Drilling (UG-Drills) and Surface Drilling (SF-Drills) divisions, which are 

part of the Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology Business Area.  
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This study This study is part of Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy’s Surface Drilling 

(SF-Drills) division’s improvement project, which was started in early 2019. There are 

approximately 250 employees directly under the SF-Drills division and roughly 17% of 

the Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology Business Area’s revenue comes from SF-

Drills. 

 

3.1.1 The SF-Drills improvement project 

This study is part of Sandvik Mining and Construction Oy’s Surface Drilling (SF-Drills) 

divisions Production Flow Efficiency project, which was started in early 2019. In this 

project the entire value chain from engineering and suppliers to the end customer will 

be examined and the goal is to identify inefficiencies in the value chain and improve 

upon them to streamline the production process and ensure material availability at all 

stages of production and customer demand levels. The three product lines that are the 

main topic of this study were also the main focus of the improvement project during its 

conception, thus the selection of these three product lines was determined by the goals 

and the focus of the improvement project. 

 

The demand for the products of SF-Drills is seasonal on an annual level, with customer 

order levels usually being higher during spring compared to the rest of the year. Over 

a longer time period, the demand is sensitive to the overall economic situation and 

business cycle fluctuations. The end customers of SF-Drills operate mostly in the 

construction and mining businesses and the activity levels of these businesses are 

usually tightly tied to the global macroeconomic situation and commodity prices.  

 

The demand drivers for the products of SF-Drills are rather hard to discern, as the 

demand varies heavily based on the geographical location and operating fields of the 

end customers. Also, the overall production levels are far lower than for example in the 

automotive industry and one large customer order may skew the production schedule 

heavily in the short- to mid-term. The demand fluctuations may and have happened 

relatively quickly and the company has had challenges in the past in responding to the 

sudden increases in customer demand, both in terms of production capacity and parts 

availability from the suppliers.  
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Additional challenge is that the suppliers have other customers operating in heavy 

machinery manufacturing or in other similarly business cycle sensitive businesses, 

such as the automotive industry. Supplier delivery constraints are thus exacerbated by 

the increased demand of the other customers and their supply chain networks during 

periods of rapid demand growth within these industries.  

 

Another challenge is the fact that the demand levels between different product lines 

also varies and the impacts of the demand fluctuations between product lines affect 

different suppliers of similar materials asymmetrically. The different product lines can 

be viewed as having their own supply chains. This brings about challenges for the 

suppliers to not only manage their production capacity between the different 

customers, but potentially also within the context of the case company to rapidly shift 

production between items used in different product lines.  

 

This study will examine the recorded material shortages of three different product lines 

at SF-Drills over a period of roughly two and a half years and identify from these 

recorded material shortages the items that are the most critical to the production flow 

on the assembly lines. The three product lines examined are all mobile, tracked, diesel-

powered drill rigs mainly used in mining and construction applications. 

 

3.2 Current risk management procedures 

This section is based on an interview conducted with the sourcing manager of Sandvik 

Underground Drills (UG-Drills). The SF-Drills and UG-Drills divisions work in very close 

proximity in the same facilities as SF-Drills and also share some of the same suppliers. 

The current acting sourcing manager of SF-Drills agreed to the interview, but was 

unsure whether he could answer the questions in detail as he also shares 

responsibilities as the head of R&D. The working methods are practically identical 

between the division and as such it was natural to conduct this interview with the 

sourcing manager of UG-Drills. This part gives a surface level overview of the supply 

chain risk management activities but does not provide an in depth description of these 

activities. 
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3.2.1 Overview of risk management activities in general 

The company’s risk management activities in general are a part of a broader Enterprise 

Risk Management (ERM) strategy and the strategy is implemented on a business 

division level. The business divisions are a part of Business Areas, for example 

Sandvik Surface Drills (SF-Drills) business division is a part of the Sandvik Mining and 

Rock Technology (SMRT) business area. The SMRT business area is in charge of the 

overall risk management strategy and the management teams of the business division 

are responsible for the implementation of the risk management process. The risk 

management strategy is run on a three-year cadence. 

 

The division level risk management processes look at the different risks related to the 

operations of the divisions, such as business risks in general, risks related to the 

market situation on the customer interface and the overall business cycle, HSE-risks 

related to production and other operational activities and risks related to new products. 

The general risk assessment is conducted based on the impact and probability of the 

risks and the risk mitigation plans take in to account the mean time to repair and 

resources. Action plans are formulated for the risks that receive the highest rating. The 

risk assessment and risk management responsibilities are the responsibility of the 

individual functions of the business divisions and the risk management activities are 

conducted mainly within the individual functions. For example, the supply chain risk 

management activities are mostly handled by sourcing and purchasing. 

 

3.3 Supply chain risk management in the case company 

The supply chain risk management activities in the SF-Drills division are divided into 

two segments that are handled by the operative purchasing and the sourcing 

department respectively. The differences between the focuses are in the timescale, 

the main focus of the operative purchasing is in the short-term assembly critical items 

and day-to-day operations with the suppliers and material availability, whereas 

sourcing concentrate on the longer term supply chain risks and the implementation of 

new suppliers. The overall goal of supply chain risk management activities is to ensure 

the continuity of business and enabling the production to function without disturbances 

by ensuring material availability. 
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3.3.1 Operative purchasing 

Operative purchasing is responsible for the short-term risk management related to 

material availability and daily operations and communication with the suppliers. 

Purchasing department has divided the purchasing responsibilities into purchasing 

portfolios and the supplier portfolios are usually divided based on item categories, for 

example responsibility for the for the majority of the suppliers of electrical components 

and assemblies as well as electronics are concentrated in one supplier portfolio. Here 

we will detail some of the responsibilities of purchasing that are most directly linked to 

risk management. 

 

The assembly critical items monitored by purchasing are the items that may pose an 

availability risk for the machines already in production or to the machines whose final 

assembly is starting in the immediate future. The material availability for the upcoming 

machine starts is checked daily by the purchasing department.  Purchasing holds daily 

so called Unit Startup Checks three to fourteen days before the start of the final 

assembly of the individual machines depending on the machine type and during these 

Unit Startup Checks the material availability for each individual machine is checked 

from the ERP system. If certain items have their delivery dates confirmed after the start 

of the production phase that the item is used in or if the delivery date of the item is not 

known at the time, the purchasing engineers responsible for the items will then contact 

the suppliers and try to expedite the purchase orders for the items or get a confirmation 

on the delivery date. If the supplier is unable to meet the desired delivery dates, 

purchasing will then inform the production line supervisors of the situation. If the delay 

is severe enough so that the unavailability of the item in question prevents the finalizing 

of the production phase or could possibly cause a full assembly stop leading to a 

machine delivery delay to the customer, purchasing can escalate the situation to 

sourcing and if necessary an action plan will be formulated in conjunction with 

production management. 

 

For the machines already in production the production line managers can mark the 

unavailable SKU’s in the ERP system or contact the purchasing engineers directly. 

The unavailability of the items for the machines already in production may be caused 

for example by stocking errors or because the supplier of the item could not meet the 
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promised delivery date of the purchase order. The items marked in the ERP by the 

production line managers are also checked daily during the Unit Startup Checks.  

 

Purchasing also holds so called “Forecast, Order and Delivery” (FOD) meetings with 

the most important suppliers and sourcing representatives responsible for the suppliers 

are also present if possible. These meetings are usually held weekly, bi-weekly or 

monthly depending on the supplier and the overall situation. In the meetings the 

upcoming purchase order deliveries for the next 2-4 weeks are checked and possible 

delays or other issues related to the upcoming deliveries are discussed. On the agenda 

are also the forecasts and upcoming purchase orders for the following 3-4 months as 

well as other possible topics related to day-to-day operations. The FOD-meetings are 

seen as a good way to maintain and develop supplier relations and they also serve as 

an early warning system for possible upcoming issues related to the suppliers and 

purchase order deliveries. 

 

3.3.2 Sourcing 

Sourcing function is responsible for the medium to long term management of supply 

chain risks and is also responsible for implementing new suppliers and suppliers for 

SKU’s used in new products. Sourcing works closely with operative purchasing and 

helps purchasing when needed. The supplier portfolios for the sourcing engineers are 

divided in a similar manner to purchasing, so that sourcing engineers are usually 

responsible for the suppliers of certain item categories, such as electrical assemblies 

and components, fabricated metal structures and hydraulics.  

 

Sourcing maintains a Constraint-list of suppliers which is based on the evaluations of 

the purchasing engineers.  The evaluation is conducted usually monthly and the 

suppliers are divided into three groups based on the availability risk posed the 

individual suppliers. The suppliers that receive the highest risk rating are the highest 

priority and the main focus of efforts to resolve the issues by the sourcing department.  

Sourcing also monitors the long-term supplier risks, especially the financial status and 

solvency of the suppliers and bankruptcy risks.  
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Suppliers are categorized using the Kraljic-matrix and the categorization is used when 

planning future sourcing projects. Sourcing also aims to find out customer preferencing 

of the suppliers, or how SF-Drills is positioned on the customer Kraljic-matrix of the 

suppliers. Sourcing also calculates a dependency ratio for the suppliers based on the 

purchases to the supplier vs. the overall sales of the supplier. The dependency ratio 

helps to give an idea on the nature of the customer-supplier relationship and the 

dependency ratio is also noted in the implementation of new suppliers. If the 

dependency ratio is too high, the purchasing volume changes of Sandvik might pose 

a risk for the business continuity of the supplier. 

 

Sourcing is also responsible for supplier audits that are conducted periodically with 

selected suppliers. The goal of the supplier audits is to evaluate the operational 

competencies of the suppliers in the areas of HSE-procedures, management systems, 

certifications and internal processes, such as production management and production 

capabilities, quality and RMA processes, after market support and demand forecasting. 

 

3.3.3 Links to sourcing strategy and potential improvements to the current 

situation 

The processes used by sourcing detailed in the previous chapter have a direct 

influence on the overall sourcing strategy. Auditions and financial risk evaluations are 

used as one metric in new supplier selection or are alternative used as a basis for new 

sourcing projects. Dependency ratio calculations and supplier categorization are used 

to define potential changes in supplier utilization, for example if there is need to move 

away certain items or item categories from one supplier to be purchased from another. 

 

Short-term processes such as the Constraint-list are also used in the evaluation of 

supplier performance and is also one criterion in the supplier selection process for new 

items and may also be a factor in the launch of new sourcing projects.  

 

The interviewed sourcing manager expressed a need for a more comprehensive 

supply chain risk management process that would concretely define the protocols and 

the effects that the processes have. The current risk management activities are seen 

more as a group on different procedures, analysis and sub-processes. Currently the 
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suppliers are not a part in any official capacity in the company’s supply chain risk 

management processes and a more comprehensive SCRM process could allow the 

suppliers to be involved in the SCRM activities. 

 

3.4 Production planning and Order-Production process 

Production planning is responsible for the master production plan, which is the basis 

for the production forecasts that are sent to the suppliers and creates the purchase 

requisitions for the purchasing function in the ERP. Formation of the master production 

plan is a cyclic, monthly process, where the changes in the forecasted demand and 

the feedback from the sales areas are reviewed monthly. 

 

The production master plan is formed based on the sales forecasts from the sales 

areas, production planning holds monthly meetings with the sales areas and the sales 

support teams of the sales areas, where the current sales forecasts are reviewed. 

These sales forecasts are then compared to the current production master plan and 

based on the possible changes in the forecasted demand, changes are then proposed 

to the production master plan. 

 

The proposition for the new production master plan is reviewed in a meeting where 

sourcing and production management are present. If there are any problems in the 

proposed plan in terms of available production resources or material availability, 

changes are made accordingly to proposition. The final master production plan 

proposition is presented in an executive meeting, where the plan is finalized and 

accepted based on the feedback from sourcing and production management. Possible 

restrictions that may affect the ability to respond to the projected production numbers 

are also presented. 

 

After the plan is finalized, the revised production master plan is uploaded into the 

company’s ERP system. Each machine receives a unique machine number, which is 

also the work number for the different production phases of the machines.  

 

When the new plan has been uploaded into the ERP, production management will then 

assign production slots and start dates for each machine. After this, manufacturing 
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checks the production schedule and plans the resource needs based on the schedule. 

The purchase requisitions are then updated in the ERP. Each machine type has a so 

called “forecast structure” in the ERP, this means that the bills of materials for each 

forecasted machine of a given machine type in the ERP has the same BOM. The needs 

for the items used in the optional functionalities available for each machine type are 

calculated based on previous demand and these “option items” are assigned a demand 

probability. This demand probability is the visible in the item stock profile in the ERP 

and the order amounts of the purchase requisitions are calculated based on the 

demand probability. 

 

The build decisions for the forecasted machines in the production master plan are 

made twice a week in two phases, called Gates. During Gate 1 the final specifications 

for the machines are reviewed based on the finalized sales orders and open sales 

negotiations, should there be no open sales negotiations for a machine of a given 

production slot, these slots will be then removed.  This will then remove the material 

needs assigned for the machine numbers in the ERP. 

 

At Gate 2 removals are still possible, but in practice the remaining slots are either given 

final build decision based on customer orders or an internal build decision, which 

means that these machines are built without a customer order. These types of 

machines are usually reserved for the different sales areas for short-term sales orders. 

 

After Gate 2 the final specifications for the machines remaining on the production plan 

are sent to the BOM-handling at the SF-Drills office, where the necessary changes in 

the machine structures are made and BOM-handling will upload the finalized machine 

specifications in to the ERP, which will also update the materials needs for the 

machines. 

 

The timing of the Gate-decisions is based on the lead times of materials and on how 

large a percentage of overall costs the company has already committed to as material 

purchases. As such, how long before the projected start date of a given machine in the 

production master plan the Gate-decisions are made varies depending on the machine 

type and on the lead times of the materials. Gate 1 decisions are made when 12% of 
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the total material costs for a given machine have already been procured and Gate 2 

decisions are made when 34% of the total material costs have already procured. 

 

3.5 Overview of the production process and material flows 

The production process of the machines is conducted in production phases, where the 

different modules and the sub-assemblies that comprise the machines and that are 

installed to the machines during the final assembly lines. The final assembly lines are 

comprised of six different assembly bays, where the assigned modules and other sub-

assemblies are installed into the machines. Each assembly bay, module phase and 

production cell responsible for the larger sub-assemblies has a unique phase number 

attached to them and the material needs for each production phase are steered based 

on these phase numbers. The materials for the production phases are gathered by the 

logistics workers during the picking process and delivered to the corresponding 

production cells and assembly bays. The picking process is usually conducted one day 

prior to the start of each production phase. 

Each machine type has a slightly different assembly process depending on the 

characteristics of the machines, but they all follow the same principle as the assembly 

process of Product Line A outlined below. 
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Figure 6. Overview of the production process 

 

There are two assembly lines at Sandvik SF-Drills production facilities and each 

assembly line operates based on the same principle. The two assembly lines are 

dedicated to different product lines, for example the assembly of Product Lines A and 

C is conducted in the first assembly line and the assembly of Product Line B is 

conducted in the second assembly line.  

 

The production of the module assemblies that are installed first during the final 

assembly starts before the first of final assembly and some of the larger modules are 

produced by assembly sub-contractors. The SKU’s used in the modules and 

production phases conducted by the assembly sub-contractors are ordered to and 

warehoused at the assembly sub-contractors’ facilities. The finished modules are then 

transported to the final assembly lines and installed to the machines during the 

assigned production phases in the assembly bays. During full production load, each 

assembly bay will be working on a different machine at a different stage of completion, 

so the final assembly lines can be working on six different machines at a time.  
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Each production phase has a planned cycle time and the overall throughput relies on 

the timely completion of each production phase. A production phase is considered 

delayed if the realized cycle time exceeds the planned cycle time. A delayed production 

phase might not immediately cause a production stop, as each machine has a certain 

amount of idle time in the planned completion time, however the delays cannot be 

more than a couple of days and depending on the loading the assemble bays, the 

delays in the production of one machine may cause further delays to another machine 

started later in the final assembly line.  

 

As can be seen here, the final assembly of the machines relies on a smooth production 

flow of both the modules and the final assembly phases and the delays in any part of 

the production process may halt the final assembly of several machines, especially 

during full production load. The most severe instances of item unavailability at the 

production phases may cause a delivery delay of the machine to the final customer 

and these delivery delays incur additional penalties and costs to Sandvik SF-Drills 

based on the agreements with individual customers. Severe material unavailability may 

cause the entire production plan of certain product lines to be moved forward, which 

may cause the lead times for the machines to increase to such a degree that it may 

result in loss of sales. 
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4 ITEM SELECTION, RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK WORKSHOPS 

 

This chapter details main sections of the empirical portion of this study, which was 

conducted in three steps. First was the item selection process, where the material 

shortages of the three product lines were inspected and the item criticality to the 

production process was defined. Second was the Risk Assessment phase, where the 

selected suppliers were asked to evaluate different operational risks based on their 

impact, probability and mean-time-to-repair (MTTR).  

 

The empirical portion of this study follows the first three steps of the four step Supply 

Chain Risk Management process outlined by Hallikas et al. (2004) and Zsidisin, et al. 

(2005), where the formulation of the Risk Assessment Form constituted the risk 

identification step, the suppliers’ evaluations of the operational risks via the Risk 

Assessment Form constituted the risk assessment step and the Risk Workshops 

conducted with the representatives of the suppliers constituted the risk treatment 

phase. Given the limited time to carry out the study and the difficult circumstances 

during which it was conducted, this study does not contain the risk monitoring step. 

The results of the suppliers’ risk assessments and the Risk Workshops will be 

discussed in chapter 5. 

 

4.1 Item selection process and the financial impact of the material shortages 

The material shortages that halt the production process incur direct costs to the 

production that have a significant impact on the sales margins of the machines. One 

day production stop directly corresponds to an approximate amount of 0.1% of the 

average overall monthly invoicing of Sandvik SF-Drills. Severe delays that result in a 

delayed customer delivery of a machine have customer specific daily penalties 

attached to them, which may be up to 15-20% of the sales price of the machine 

depending on the customer. The cascading effect of consecutive production delays 

can have a significant financial impact on the overall sales margins of Sandvik SF-

Drills.  
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The overall costs attached to material shortages are quite hard to calculate accurately, 

as the impacts of the shortages depend on the production phases in question as well 

as the overall loading of the production lines. Some modules can be installed after the 

final assembly phases are concluded, but the additional work, reallocation of resources 

and rescheduling of production all have additional costs attached to them. The 

assembly sub-contractors that perform certain production phases invoice the work 

based on the working hours and as such the delays of these phases have additional 

costs based on the time spent waiting for the unavailable items. Also, the opportunity 

costs related to the work that could have been performed during the waiting period of 

an unavailable item may be significant depending on the production phase in question. 

A more detailed analysis of the costs incurred in case of a production stop would 

require extensive study of the production processes and the costs of additional 

production planning as well as the additional work required from purchasing, sourcing 

and other related internal stakeholders.  

 

The material shortages that halt the production process can have significant financial 

impacts and pose problems for production planning, as the planned start dates for 

upcoming production slots may need to be delayed. As such, the goal of the item 

selection process was two-fold: 

 

1. To ascertain which SKU’s had the most material shortages during the inspection 

period.  

2. Which of these SKU’s are the most critical to the production process, i.e. which 

SKU’s pose the largest risk of a production stop in case of item unavailability 

and by extension, which suppliers pose the largest availability risk for the overall 

production process. 

 

The item selection process was in effect also the supplier selection process for the 

study, as these suppliers provide a vast number of other SKU’s for the needs of 

Sandvik SF-Drills, that may not pose a risk of an immediate production stop in case of 

item unavailability, but which are nonetheless vital to the production flow and to the 

functionality of the machines. Thus, the operational risks faced by these suppliers and 

their ability to deliver the critical items within the agreed lead times pose a larger 

availability risk to the production flow of Sandvik SF-Drills. Indeed, many of the selected 
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suppliers have had broader challenges in the past in responding to the demand of 

Sandvik SF-Drills, not just in terms of the critical items selected during the item 

selection process. 

 

The material shortage data was collected from the company’s ERP system and the 

item criticality assessment was conducted by the production line supervisors in 

conjunction with production line workers. Based on the criticality evaluations of the 

production line supervisors, originally there were 15 SKU’s from eight different 

suppliers that were selected for the Risk Assessment and Risk Workshop phases of 

this study. However, during the Risk Assessment phase it was deemed that the 

methods used in this study were unsuitable to assess the operational risks of one 

supplier from the original list, thus this supplier was omitted from this study. The 

reasons for the late omission and the limitations regarding the SCRM process and 

methods used in this study will be discussed in section 4.4. The final list contained 13 

SKU’s from seven different suppliers. 

 

4.1.1 Data collection for the item selection 

The data used in the item selection process was gathered from the case company’s 

ERP system and two sources were used, the material shortages logged in the ERP 

during the picking process and the Unit Startup Checks conducted by purchasing. The 

inspection period for product lines A and B was roughly two and a half years. For 

product line C a different data set was used and this will be discussed later on. 

 

The logistics workers log the material shortages to the ERP system during the picking 

process if the material is unavailable, the individual material shortages are linked to 

the individual work numbers that reserve the item in question. Picking is usually done 

one day prior to the planned production phase start. 

 

It must be noted that there are distinct deficiencies in the material shortage logging, for 

example certain assembly sub-contractors couldn’t log the material shortages to the 

ERP during the picking process as they lacked the needed permissions in the ERP 

and so the production phases that are completed by these sub-contractors are missing 

the material shortage data completely. Also, items that are used in several different 
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product lines might be over-represented in the material shortage data, as the picking 

for these items might be performed in one go for several machines, regardless of the 

actual production phase start dates that reserve the items in question. These 

limitations in the data had to be taken into account in the item selection phase. 

 

The Unit Startup Checks are conducted by purchasing three days before the start of 

final assembly of a machine.  During the Unit Startup Checks the material needs for 

each machine are checked and the items that are not available at that point and whose 

delivery dates from the suppliers extend beyond the planned start date of the 

production phase that reserves the item question are logged. These item codes are 

then written in the ERP on the “Info” field of the corresponding work number with the 

estimated delivery date. 

 

The material shortage data was collected by the searching the logged material 

shortages from the ERP by the machine numbers that were manufactured during the 

inspection period. This data was compiled to an excel-spreadsheet and sorted with a 

pivot-table by occurrence, i.e. how many machines were missing the item during the 

inspection period. Additional info (item name, supplier name, supplier number, 

production phase) was then added to the items on the list. Similar lists were composed 

for each product line. 

 

The data from the Unit Startup Checks was collected in a similar manner. The items 

that were marked during the inspection period were compiled to and excel-spreadsheet 

and a pivot-table was used to sort the items based on occurrence.  

 

The data from the Unit Startup Checks was collected due to the fact that since the 

material shortage logs for items that are ordered to and warehoused at certain 

assembly sub-contractors are not available, the Unit Startup Check data was the only 

way to gauge the material shortage situation for these items. There are also other 

uncertainties regarding the validity of the material shortage data logged in the ERP and 

comparing these two datasets can help to pick the most appropriate items for the item 

selection process. The other omissions regarding the item selection process were 

discussed earlier in section 1.4. 
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For product line C it was noted that the available material shortage data from the ERP 

and Unit Startup Checks was insufficient to conduct the item selection in a similar 

manner to product lines A and B, as the production numbers for product line C are 

much lower and the available material shortage data was thus much more limited. Also, 

the material shortage data that was available was skewed heavily towards the 

beginning part of the serial production of product line C, thus the data did not provide 

an accurate picture of the current situation. 

 

For product line C the preliminary item list for the modified VED-analysis was 

composed from a list of recent material shortages and the lead time deviations and 

lead time variance of these items allocated to the module assembly cells of product 

lines A and C. This list was compiled for the needs of the improvement project and it 

was originally unrelated to this study. The list does not however contain any items that 

are allocated to the production phases of the final assembly of product line C. The 

module assemblies of product line C have been noted as being a significant source of 

production disruptions and after internal discussions with the production line managers 

and improvement project lead it was deemed appropriate to focus only on the items 

allocated to the module assembly phases for product line C.  

 

Items with a lower unit cost, items used in product line A and option items were 

excluded from the material shortage data and the remaining items were sorted based 

on the lead time deviations and lead time variance. The modified VED-analysis was 

then conducted based on this item list. 

 

4.1.2 Item criticality to production flow – modified VED-analysis 

One of the main concepts behind item selection process is the idea of item criticality 

to production flow.  Item criticality is mainly a concept used in classifying spare parts 

SKU’s but similar concepts are seemingly absent when talking about SKU’s used in 

traditional manufacturing processes. Therefore, this thesis adapts the concept of item 

criticality and its evaluation methods from the spare part SKU classification literature. 

 

This study utilizes a modified version of VED-analysis to determine item criticality to 

production flow. VED-analysis is commonly used in spare parts SKU classification and 
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it divides SKU’s in three groups based on their criticality, Vital, Essential and Desirable. 

According to Huiskonen (2001) criticality of an item relates to “…the consequences 

caused by the failure of a part on the process in case a replacement is not readily 

available”. 

 

VED is a qualitative method where experts are consulted on the importance of keeping 

certain spare parts in stock based on their usage and factors influencing their 

management.  

 

Botter and Fortuin (2000) describe the three groups of VED: 

1. Vital parts. Severe losses and significant down-time to be expected if the part is 

unavailable. 

2. Essential parts. Medium losses and reduced operating performance to be 

expected due if the part is unavailable. 

3. Desirable. Small losses and no effects on operating performance if the part is 

unavailable. 

 

As the VED-analysis is based on expert opinion, its successful implementation may be 

hindered by subjective judgments of users (Bachetti and Saccani, 2011) but for the 

purposes of this study it can be argued that the model based on the VED-analysis is a 

simple and straightforward method of determining item criticality. 

 

The modification to the VED-method used in this study is to evaluate item criticality to 

production flow based on how long a production phase can endure unavailability of an 

SKU before production stop. The basic idea of VED is retained, but the author 

proposed the following new groups based on the definition of item criticality to 

production flow and the key metric is the impact of item unavailability to the production 

phase based on the duration of the unavailability of an item: 
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1. Immediate. The production phase will halt immediately if the item is unavailable 

at phase start. 

2. Urgent. The production phase will halt if the item unavailable one day after 

phase start. 

3. Tolerable. The production phase will not halt if the item is unavailable after two 

days of the phase start; the item can be installed during a later production 

phase. 

 

Note that this classification is based on the specific production processes of the case 

company and it does not factor in a severe item delays which extend beyond the 

planned date of completion of a machine, even if the item would be classed as 

“tolerable”. In this model the experts used to evaluate the SKU’s are the line managers 

of the production lines in collaboration with the production line workers.  

 

Due to the subjective nature and simplicity of VED-analysis, several authors suggest 

using other classification methods in conjunction with VED-analysis, such as ABC-

analysis or Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) (Bosnjakovic 2010; Molenaers et al. 

2012). This study utilizes item unavailability occurrence frequency as the second 

dimension of the analysis along with VED. 

 

After the VED-analyses for each product line were finished by the production line 

supervisors, the items were then collected into a single list that was then checked with 

the procurement specialists responsible for the suppliers of each item. During these 

checks the final changes to the item list were made and the final list initially contained 

15 items from eight different suppliers. During the Risk Assessment phase one of the 

suppliers was excluded from this study and the reasons for this late omission from the 

Risk Workshops will be discussed later in section 4.4. 

 

The final item list and the suppliers selected for the Risk Assessment and Risk 

Workshop phases cover a wide range of suppliers and the supplier list corresponds 

largely to the historical Constraint-lists gathered by sourcing. As such, these suppliers 

have posed historically much wider item availability risks than just the items that were 

selected for the Risk Assessment and Risk Workshop phase of this study. Some of the 

selected items were classified as “Urgent”, i.e. VED-class 2, but these items have 
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posed significant item availability issues in the past as the deliveries of these items 

have been severely delayed. These items cannot be installed during later production 

phases and as such, severe delays of the deliveries of these items pose risk of 

potential production stop. 

 

Table 4. Items, suppliers and VED-class 

 

 

The selected suppliers were contacted after the item selection process was concluded 

and the representatives of each supplier were asked to fill out the Risk Assessment 

Form. The suppliers’ risk evaluations formed the basis of the Risk Workshops, where 

the most significant risks in the suppliers’ evaluations were discussed in detail with the 

representatives of the suppliers and representatives of Sandvik SF-Drills. 

 

4.2 Risk evaluation and the Risk Assessment Form 

This section will detail the Risk Assessment Form that was used to conduct the risk 

evaluation by the suppliers.  The formulation of the Risk Assessment Form used in this 

study was conducted earlier for the case assignment of the Risk Management in 

Supply Chain-course, which was a mandatory course of the authors Master’s Program 
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in Supply Management. During the course, the risk evaluation methods and the Risk 

Workshop used in this study were used to evaluate the risks associated with the two 

metal structures of supplier Metal 1. The initial Risk Assessment Form used in the case 

assignment was formulated in conjunction with sourcing engineer responsible for Metal 

1 and final changes in the Form and the assessment scales were made based on the 

feedback from the sourcing engineer as well as the representatives of Metal 1 

regarding the case assignment.  

 

The risk assessment form was split into two parts, where the first part was comprised 

of general questions related to the customers and suppliers of the supplier company. 

The second part consisted of altogether 51 risks that were divided in to five groups, 

which were supplier related risks, demand related risks, risks related to internal 

processes at the supplier company, risks related to the customers of the supplier 

company and SKU-specific risks related directly to the SKU’s selected during the item 

selection phase. The full list of risks in the Risk Assessment Form can be found in 

Appendix 2.  

 

The suppliers were asked to assess each risk based on their probability, impact and 

mean time to repair (MTTR) on a scale of 1-5. According to the assessment a Risk Key 

Factor (RKF) was calculated by multiplying the probability, impact and MTTR scores 

of each individual risk. The risks were asked to be evaluated from the viewpoint of 

delivery accuracy and each individual issue was evaluated based on the effect they 

have on the supplier’s ability to meet the agreed lead times. The scales for the impact 

and probability of the risks are based on the risk assessment scales by Hallikas et al. 

(2004) described earlier. Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) was added to give a third 

dimension to the assessment scale and to give a better idea on the severity of the 

risks. 

 

In the Risk Assessment Form probability relates to the average occurrence frequency 

of the individual issue. Impact relates to the effect of the individual issue has on the 

company’s ability to meet the agreed delivery times and delivery accuracy targets. 

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) is a concept that is most often used to assess the 

maintainability of mechanical systems, such as production equipment, where MTTR 

relates to the mean time it takes bring back a system back online after a failure. As 
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Gupta et al. (2013) describe, “MTTR is an estimate of how long it takes to restore 

functionality of the equipment in the event of its failure. The MTTR of equipment 

consists of times for preparation, fault verification, fault location, spares procurement, 

actual repair, testing and administrative work, etc.”.  

 

In the context of the Risk Assessment Form, MTTR relates to the mean time it would 

take for a supplier to bring back their operations to a normal level after a risk listed on 

the Risk Assessment Form would have been realized. MTTR was selected as a third 

dimension in the Risk Assessment phase, as only two dimensions would give a too 

simplistic view of the overall repercussions of the risks. 

 

Table 5. Risk Assessment scales 

 

 

The risks that received the highest RKF scores formed the basis of the Risk 

Workshops. It should be noted that the overall scoring of the risks varied heavily 

between the suppliers and thus the RKF score limits for the Risk Workshops were 

evaluated individually for each supplier. The RKF score limits mentioned later 

represent the lowest scores that were included in the workshop agendas. Certain 

suppliers also provided very low overall RKF scores for the risks and the most 

significant risks were quite hard to discern based only on the suppliers’ own risk 

assessments. It was thus imperative that the The Risk Assessment Forms were 

evaluated with the sourcing engineers responsible for the individual suppliers to gain 
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a holistic picture of the risks and to gauge the suppliers’ risk assessments with issues 

that had been discussed with the suppliers in the past. 

The agendas for the Risk Workshops were formulated based on the feedback from the 

sourcing engineers and personnel from Sandvik UG-Drills in the case of suppliers 

Metal 2 and Hydr 2. 

 

With certain suppliers the sourcing engineers noted that issues that have caused 

delivery problems in the past were not represented in the supplier’s risk assessment, 

as such these topics were added to the agenda. These issues ranged from bottlenecks 

in the production process to limitations of the production capacity and quality of the 

finished products.  

 

4.3 Risk Workshops and Risk Treatment steps 

The Risk Workshops constituted the Risk Treatment phase of this study. The risks that 

received the highest RKF scores in the suppliers’ evaluations, as well as additional 

topics based on the feedback of the sourcing engineers formed the basis of the Risk 

Workshop agendas. Based on the feedback of the sourcing engineers a preliminary 

set of questions were posed for each of the topics. Representatives of the suppliers 

and the sourcing engineers and the purchasing engineers responsible for the suppliers 

at Sandvik SF-Drills were present in the workshops, as well as the author of this study.  

 

The goal the of the Risk Workshops was to discuss how the different risks manifest in 

the supplier’s daily operations, their effects should the risks realize and how the risks 

or their effects could be mitigated. The Risk Workshops followed a three-step 

progression: 

 

1. How do the risks manifest in practice in the daily operations 

2. Have these risks been realized and if they have, what were the effects 

3. How could the risks or their effects be mitigated  

 

Open discussion about the topics was encouraged during the Risk Workshops and the 

aim was not only to ascertain how the suppliers can improve their operations but also 

to get the suppliers’ feedback on the issues that Sandvik SF-Drills could improve on to 
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help the suppliers to perform more efficiently. The issues discussed during the Risk 

Workshops detailed sensitive information about the relationship between the suppliers 

and Sandvik SF-Drills as well the internal operations and the supply networks of the 

suppliers. As such, these details are omitted from this study and the results of the Risk 

Workshops are discussed in broader terms. 

 

The Risk Treatment steps discussed in later chapters outline the ideas that were 

brought up during the Workshops and act as suggestions to the case company on what 

different Risk Management strategies and steps could be implemented with the 

individual suppliers that were part of this study, as well as other suppliers operating in 

similar branches of industry.  

 

4.4 Late supplier omission and limitations of the Risk Assessment methods 

As mentioned in section 4.1., one supplier from the original list was omitted from the 

study. This was due to the limitations of the Risk Assessment methods used in this 

study, as the supplier in question is a multi-national company with multiple production 

facilities around the world. The SKU’s originally selected for this study contained parts 

manufactured in different manufacturing locations and the contact person that was 

conducting the risk assessment on behalf of the supplier, worked for a local subsidiary 

of the supplier company that mainly handled order processing to the different 

manufacturing facilities. As such, it was unfeasible to presume that the contact persons 

at the local subsidiary would have detailed information about the internal processes 

and supply chains of the different production sites of the supplier company, which was 

reflected in the initial Risk Assessment that the contact person from supplier company 

returned.  

 

The supplier Hydr 2 included in this study is also a large, multi-national company similar 

to the omitted supplier, but the supplier Hydr 2 has a local production facility that works 

rather closely with Sandvik SF-Drills and supplies a large number of assembly critical 

SKU’s to the Sandvik Tampere plant as a whole, as such with Hydr 2 it was decided 

to focus the Risk Assessment solely on this local production facility and the Risk 

Assessment was conducted in part by the personnel of this local production facility of 

Hydr 2.  
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The initial inclusion of this omitted supplier was an oversight regarding the limitations 

of the Risk Assessment Form, as the Risk Assessment Form used in this study is 

mainly suited for assessing the operational risks of suppliers that conduct most of their 

operations in one centralized location and where the different functions of the suppliers 

operate in close proximity with close cooperation.  

 

The Risk Assessment methods used in this study are mostly applicable with small- to 

medium-sized companies, whose overall operations are centralized in a single location 

and whose personnel have cross-functional knowledge of the company’s operations. 

The other suppliers included in this study fulfill these requirements, as although some 

of the selected suppliers as a whole might have multiple production facilities, such as 

Metal 1, the SKU’s produced for Sandvik SF-Drills are supplied by only one or two 

facilities that have their own contact personnel with Sandvik SF-Drills.  
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5 EMPRICAL RESULTS AND RISK MITIGATION SUGGESTIONS 

 

This chapter will detail the issues discussed and the Risk Mitigation steps that were 

brought up during the Risk Workshops. The individual Risk Workshops will not be 

discussed in detail, but the Risk Workshop agendas can be found in Appendix 3.  The 

purpose is to give an overview of the issues that have impacted the suppliers’ ability 

to maintain the agreed lead times and to uncover potential commonalities and 

differences both in the Risk Assessments and the proposed risk treatment steps 

between the suppliers of different item categories. 

 

The first section will give a brief overview of each of the suppliers, the Risk Key Factor 

limits for the Risk Workshops and some of the issues that the suppliers have had in 

past in terms of maintaining the agreed lead times. The second section will give an 

overview of the most significant risks discussed during the Risk Workshops and the 

third section will give an overview of the risk mitigation steps proposed during the Risk 

Workshops.  

 

5.1 The suppliers 

The seven supplier companies that were selected for the Risk Assessment and Risk 

Workshop phases of this study have all presented significant material availability 

challenges for Sandvik SF-Drills at certain points in the past few years. Each supplier 

has been represented in the Constraint-lists compiled by the sourcing engineers that 

were discussed earlier in section 3.3.2 and each of the suppliers provide a wide array 

of assembly critical SKU’s to several product lines of the Sandvik SF-Drills product 

portfolio, as such wider problems with deliveries of each of the suppliers represent a 

significant risk of major production disruptions for several product lines of Sandvik SF-

Drills. As such, the topics discussed during some the Risk Workshops included issues 

that the have been noted as being a source of delivery problems in the past, but that 

were not mentioned as a major risk in the suppliers’ Risk Assessments. These issues 

are represented as “Additional topics” in the Workshop Agendas found in Appendix 2. 
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Metal 1 – RKF limit 27 

Metal 1 is a supplier of large metal structures and smaller metal components and the 

supplier delivers a large quantity of SKU’s especially for Product Line A. The SKU’s 

that were selected for this thesis are two large metal structures that are extremely 

critical for the first phase of the final assembly of Product Line A and two tanks that are 

used in the later module assembly phases. Metal 1 has had significant delivery 

problems especially in early parts 2019, when the material shortages were reaching a 

crisis point and the availability of the assembly critical items had to be ensured 

separately for nearly each individual machine assembled during first four months of 

2019. The delivery problems of the supplier tied a significant amount of resources from 

purchasing and sourcing and affected the production schedules of product line A, 

which had to be altered several times during the period, but also other product lines 

for which Metal 1 supplied SKU’s for. There were two Risk Workshops held with Metal 

1, the first for the two metal structures that were topic of the company case assignment 

of the “Risk Management in Supply Chain”-course and the second one concentrated 

on the tanks which were also selected for this study. 

 

Metal 2 – RKF limit 12 

Metal 2 is supplier of large metal assemblies as well as a wide array of smaller metal 

components and structures. Metal 2 also supplies large quantity of items for Sandvik 

UG-Drills and is thus a very important supplier for Sandvik Mining and Construction 

Oy’s Tampere plant as a whole. The supplier has had very significant delivery problems 

intermittently for the past few years especially during periods of increased demand and 

spurred on by these issues Sandvik UG-drills launched a production optimization 

project with Metal 2 in 2019. The head of the project from Sandvik UG-Drills was 

present during the review of the Risk Assessment Form as well as the Risk Workshop. 

His participation was necessary as the overall Risk Assessments of Metal 2 were very 

low and the relevant topics for the Risk Workshop were hard to discern based only on 

the supplier’s Risk Assessment. The two SKU’s selected for this study are two metal 

assemblies used in product lines A and B. The selected SKU’s are similar in function 

but not interchangeable between the product lines. 
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Metal 3 – RKF limit 12 

Metal 3 is supplier of metal components and larger metal structures that provides 

SKU’s for the majority of the product lines in the Sandvik SF-Drills product portfolio. 

The two metal structures selected for this study are both assembly critical items used 

in two different module assembly phases of Product Line C. The supplier has had 

significant delivery issues in the past especially during periods of heightened demand 

for similar SKU’s to the ones selected for this study. The supplier also provides a 

significant quantity of other SKU’s used in a certain module assembly phase of several 

product lines, but Metal 3 has not had similar issues with these items. The Risk 

Assessment of Metal 3 contained several risks that received an RKF of 12, these risks 

were combined into three topics in order to clarify the Risk Workshop agenda. 

 

 

Metal 4 – RKF limit 27 

Metal 4 is a supplier of metal assemblies that provides SKU’s for several Sandvik SF-

Drills product lines and the supplier also performed the final assembly of certain older 

product lines that are no longer in production. The supplier has had problems in 

responding to increased demand and Sandvik SF-Drills has had limited knowledge of 

the internal processes of Metal 4, which has made it hard to gauge the actual issues 

behind the delivery problems. The SKU selected for this study is a large metal 

assembly used in a module assembly phase of product line A. This item is somewhat 

different from the majority of the SKU’s supplied by Metal 4, as the particular SKU is 

assembled from sub-level components that are externally procured by Metal 4 and 

assembly of the SKU doesn’t require similar kind of sub-component fabrication that is 

involved in the manufacture of majority of the other SKU’s provided by Metal 4.   

 

Elec 1 – RKF limit 18 

Elec 1 is a supplier of electrical cabinets, wiring harnesses and other larger electrical 

assemblies, the supplier also acts as a wholesaler of a wide selection of electrical and 

electronic components used in several product lines of both Sandvik SF-Drills and UG-

Drills. The SKU selected for this study is an electrical assembly used in a module 

assembly phase of product line C. Elec 1 has difficulties in the past in responding to 

high demand and there have been distinct bottlenecks in the supplier’s production 

processes. The overall Risk Assessments of Elec 1 were quite low and there were two 
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additional topics that were added to the Risk Workshop agenda after the evaluation of 

the Risk Assessment Form with sourcing. The Risk Workshop concentrated on the 

electrical cabinets, wiring harnesses and other larger electrical assemblies provided 

by Elec 1, the components were discussed in as much they were used in the 

manufacturing of the larger assemblies by Elec 1. 

 

Hydr 1 – RKF limit 27 

Hydr 1 is a supplier of hydraulic assemblies and hydraulic components used in several 

product lines of both Sandvik SF-Drills and UG-Drills. Hydr 1 has also significant 

involvement in project type business and hydraulic engineering, but Sandvik Mining 

and Construction Oy is the largest single customer for Hydr 1. The two SKU’s selected 

for this study are hydraulic assemblies used in certain module assembly phases of 

product lines A and B. The supplier has had problems in the past responding to 

increased demand, but the issues are in part due to the strict Sandvik SKU 

specifications and very long lead times and availability problems of certain sub-level 

components used in the manufacturing of the SKU’s.  

 

Hydr 2 – RKF limit 12 

Hydr 2 is a supplier of hydraulic assemblies and hydraulic components used in several 

product of both Sandvik SF-Drill and UG-Drills. The SKU selected for this study is a 

hydraulic block assembly used in a module assembly phase of product line C. Hydr 2 

is a unique supplier of the ones selected for this study, as Hydr 2 is a large, 

multinational company with several production facilities across the globe. As discussed 

earlier in section 4.4., it was decided to focus the Risk Assessment and the Risk 

Workshop of Hydr 2 to the local production facility that handles the assembly of the 

SKU selected for this study. The Risk Assessment Form was partly filled by the 

representatives of this production facility and the representatives were also present in 

the Risk Workshop. Unlike with the other suppliers, one of the major topics of the Risk 

Workshop were some of the quality issues that have been a problem for some of the 

machined parts of the hydraulic assemblies, as well as quality deficiencies of the sub-

level components used in the hydraulic assemblies. The quality issues have been a 

problem also for the selected SKU and presented a major problem for the module 

phase of product line C in Autumn of 2019. As the quality issues were a major topic in 
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the Risk Workshop, the quality engineer responsible for hydraulic parts at the Sandvik 

UG-Drills division was also present in the Risk Workshop. 

 

5.2 Risk Workshop topics and the most significant risks 

This section will outline the most significant risks discussed during the Risk Workshops 

with the suppliers, however not all topics are discussed in as much detail as they were 

during the Workshops. With most of the suppliers, several individual risks highlighted 

in Risk Assessment Forms were the result of one or two key issues, such as very long 

lead times and availability issues with externally procured sub-components or capacity 

constraints during periods of high demand. As there was significant amount data 

collected during the Risk Workshops, the results and the topics discussed will be 

presented as an aggregate of the main risks that were common between all suppliers. 

The full list of the Risk Workshop Agendas, which include all the discussed topics 

during the Risk Workshops can be found in Appendix 3.  

 

The main themes discussed during Risk Workshops can be divided into three broad 

categories: 

1. Risks related to internal processes 

2. Risks related to suppliers 

3. Risks related to demand 

 

The effects of these risks were evaluated to be quite similar, however how the risks 

manifested in daily operations and the root causes of the risks were not uniform across 

all of the suppliers and also depended somewhat on the product categories that the 

suppliers make.  

 

5.2.1 Risks related to internal processes 

The risks related to internal processes in the context of this study referred to the risks 

that arise within the supplier. The main themes that were discussed related to the 

internal processes were capacity constraints in terms of production machinery and 

personnel, production bottlenecks, production equipment failures and inefficient use of 

available capacity.  
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The capacity constraints in terms of production machinery and personnel were most 

acute with the suppliers that manufacture large and complex items and items that 

require specialized tools in the fabrication. One common theme across the Metal 

suppliers was that certain production stages were identified as distinct bottlenecks and 

for example the potential manufacturing equipment failures related to these production 

stages would have major consequences on the entire production process. For Elec 1, 

testing of the finalized electrical cabinets was noted as a distinct bottleneck that has 

caused delivery issues in the past. The supplier explained that uneven load on the 

testers and the congestion of large deliveries to certain week can cause a queue in the 

testing area. According to the supplier, an automated tester would alleviate a large part 

of the congestion issues, however implementing an automated tester would require 

Sandvik’s involvement as the tester would need to be approved by Sandvik’s electrical 

engineering department. 

 

Metal 4 highlighted the fact that the items they produce for Sandvik are quite complex 

and transferring workers from the production of other customers’ products to the 

production of Sandvik products can be challenging.  

Metal 1 and Metal 2 acknowledged that they have had significant issues in their 

production management and the available capacity was used rather inefficiently 

previously. Both suppliers have made significant progress on these issues and Sandvik 

UG-Drills conducted a project with Metal 2 to improve the production efficiency and the 

supplier expressed a desire to move towards more “Lean” production methods to 

streamline their internal processes and material flows. Metal 2 had also made 

investments in new production machinery and have also increased automation in their 

production processes. They also mentioned that thus far there hasn’t been any 

thorough calculations on the optimal production batch sizes for certain items and 

mentioned that this could be a way of further increase the efficiency of their production 

processes. 

 

With the metal suppliers the personnel capacity was noted as being an issue due to 

the fact that for example welding, coating and machining require vastly different skills 

and transferring personnel between the different work phases can be difficult even 

within these phases, as the practical skills required to manufacture certain items can 
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be very different between the items produced for different customers. Elec 1 also 

highlighted the fact that they have had difficulties finding competent workers, as they 

explained that there are not enough education spots for electricians specialized in 

electrical cabinet assembly, as most of the electrical training in Finland is focused on 

the construction business. Thus Elec 1 has had to train new workers themselves. 

However unlike with metal suppliers, Elec 1 explained that transferring workforce 

between the production lines of different customers is easy and that capacity is 

transferred based on the current order book. All suppliers noted that recruiting new 

workers during periods heightened demand was difficult and the personnel resources 

are quite inflexible in responding to rapid increases in demand, especially for the 

production phases that require specialized skills, such as welding or machining. The 

metal suppliers also explained that hiring new workers is a slow process and the 

personnel capacity available is very inflexible to respond to rapid increases in demand.  

 

For the hydraulic suppliers, the overall production capacity wasn’t seen as a major risk, 

however during periods of high demand variability the production capacity has been 

stretched thin and has caused temporary delivery disruptions. Hydr 1 also operates 

with project customers and while they pursue to keep the operations of the regular 

customers and project customers separate internally, but everything cannot be 

separated and the capacity constraints will be reached eventually if the overall demand 

is sufficiently high. Hydr 1 also does the machining of certain hydraulic blocks 

themselves and the breakdowns of production machinery have caused production 

disruptions.  

 

Aside from Elec 1, whose production steps are in practical terms impossible to 

outsource, the suppliers have sought to mitigate the capacity constraints, as well as 

effects of machine breakdowns by outsourcing some parts of their production phases 

and fabrication of certain sub-level components used in the larger assemblies. For the 

metal suppliers, welding, machining and coating were examples of production phases 

that were mentioned as production phases that have been or have been planned to be 

partially outsourced. Metal 1 and Metal 3 noted that even though out-sourcing is a 

viable option, certain segments in the fabrication of Sandvik items requires experience 

and familiarity with the items, especially with welding and these segments have to be 

kept in-house. Metal 1 noted that seeking out local outsourcing options for the specific 
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work phases, such as machining, in case of a breakdown has not been yet 

implemented but the option could be utilized as a back-up if a suitable sub-contractor 

is found. Metal 2 mentioned that they have had concrete success with outsourcing 

coating and painting, as they were able to circumvent any major delivery issues to their 

customers by outsourcing the production step after a machine breakdown in their own 

coating shop. Metal 4 noted that they have planned on introducing more automation in 

their production processes, however this would affect only the simpler production 

phases but it would allow them to add capacity to the more resource intensive phases, 

such as the welding of certain more complex items. 

 

5.2.2 Risks related to suppliers 

By far the most major perceived risks by suppliers were related to their suppliers and 

especially to exceedingly long lead times and delivery problems of certain externally 

procured commercial components. These availability issues were most prevalent with 

hydraulic and electrical components, however Metal 4 also mentioned certain semi-

finished metal components as a source of potential availability issues.  

 

The availability issues of these components are due to several factors, which are 

partially caused by the item specifications dictated by Sandvik. As Elec 1 explained: 

“Sandvik SKU’s have a large number of items from designated manufacturers of 

electrical components that are defined in the product specification, thus the use of 

alternative suppliers is prohibited by Sandvik”. The delivery issues of components like 

these have caused availability issues also directly to Sandvik, as a large number of 

these components are also used directly in the final assembly phases of the machines. 

As these components are produced by certain manufacturers, delivery issues of one 

manufacturer can have a ripple effect throughout the entire supply network of a 

particular product category. An example of this was in early 2019, when the 

manufacturer of certain electrical connectors affected the production of practically 

every product line produced in the Tampere plant, both directly in the final assembly 

lines and indirectly through the electrical cabinets and other assemblies that are 

externally procured.  
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With hydraulic components the situation is equally - if not more – acute, as different 

kinds of valves, cylinders and other hydraulic components are widely used not only in 

hydraulic assemblies, but also in several metal assemblies, such as the tanks 

produced by Metal 1 and the items produced by Metal 2 and Metal 4 that were the 

topic of the Risk Assessment. Hydr 1 explained that the situation with hydraulic 

components is very similar to electrical components: “These items are used in the 

production of practically all of the Sandvik SKU’s, standardization in hydraulic products 

is usually poor. The SKU’s have been specified by Sandvik and thus certain 

components have no alternative suppliers”.  

 

There have been instances where the manufacturers of these components have 

unilaterally increased the lead times, which has directly caused issues also to 

Sandvik’s own final assembly lines, as the majority of these components are also 

directly used in the module- and final assembly phases. In certain cases in the past 

the lead time increases have been substantial. As Hydr 1 further explained: “The 

availability of critical components cannot be ensured in any other way except 

maintaining large buffer stocks, for several components the stocking levels are defined 

based on demand spikes. Should the increases of lead times of certain components 

be severe enough, even large buffer stocks are not enough to cover all of the 

production needs.” The demand levels for certain components is counted in the tens 

of thousands per year and the buffer stocks can only be raised up to a point before the 

costs of warehousing and the physical space requirements become excessive and 

prohibitively expensive.  

 

It should be noted that certain components would have alternatives available from 

other manufacturers, however using alternative components in the assemblies would 

require approval from the different engineering departments at Sandvik and longer 

term substitutions would require prototyping and testing the new components before 

suppliers would be able use them in serial production. As Metal 2 noted: “The use of 

alternative items is difficult, as this would essentially require redesigning of the Sandvik 

SKU’s and testing the new items”.  

 

In essence, the usage of alternative components are temporary substitutions approved 

by the engineering departments on a case-by-case basis and the deviations from the 
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official specifications have to be marked in the technical data sheets of the machines 

where the alternative parts are used in. In a situation where a particular manufacturer 

has large scale delivery issues that affect a large number of suppliers and several 

different assemblies used in several different machine types, the engineering 

departments will be under severe pressure due to limited resources and time 

restrictions. 

 

Sandvik has buffering agreements with the suppliers and these buffer agreements 

essentially mean that the suppliers agree to certain buffer stock levels for specific semi-

finished goods, sub-level components and/or completed assemblies. Should the SKU’s 

that are covered by the agreements be replaced in Sandvik’s production or if the 

buffered items haven’t been utilized in a certain timeframe, Sandvik agrees to redeem 

the remaining stock from the suppliers. The buffer stock levels and the buffered items 

are usually reviewed once a year. Even though there are buffer agreements in place, 

the suppliers explained that they have had difficulties in maintaining adequate buffer 

stock levels for certain items due to late deliveries. The suppliers also noted that 

although there are certain items that have persistent delivery issues, Metal 4 

highlighted certain hydraulic cylinders as one example, the specific items and in certain 

cases items from specific manufacturers that cause bottlenecks in the production lines 

can and have varied from year to year. Metal 1 explained that in a general sense, a 

more comprehensive agreement between Metal1 and Sandvik about the raw materials 

and semi-finished goods used in the production of Sandvik SKUs would be seen as a 

risk mitigating factor so that Metal1 doesn’t end up with obsolete or slow-moving stock.  

 

5.2.3 Risks related to demand 

In the context of this study, risks related to demand means the demand variability 

regarding the products of Sandvik SF-Drills that exacerbates the other issues, 

especially during periods of overall high demand. During the Risk Workshops the other 

customers of the suppliers were also discussed, as Metal 3 noted that the severity of 

the issues related to demand variability depend on if the demand variability is customer 

specific or if it affects the overall demand. The suppliers noted that the demand 

variability for Sandvik SF-Drills items can be seen in three ways. First the customer 

demand for Sandvik SF-Drills products is usually higher during Spring and slower 
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towards the end of the year, as was discussed in chapter 3.1.1. previously. Second the 

demand from week to week, meaning the requested delivery dates on the purchase 

orders can vary greatly even if the monthly average demand would remain stable. As 

Hydr 1 noted, this is mainly due to the fact the requested delivery dates on the 

purchase order are the so called material dates for the production phases of the 

Sandvik SF-Drills product lines, thus delivery dates are usually directly tied to the 

production schedule of Sandvik SF-Drills. Lastly certain times of year, such as the 

summer holidays and Christmas holidays are somewhat abnormal in terms of the 

requested delivery dates. During summer holidays the production schedule is lower as 

the personnel capacity in the production lines is limited and due to the Christmas break 

the machine starts for early January are usually placed before the Christmas breaks, 

which is earlier than what the normal production lead time would require. This can 

cause a noticeable spike in the purchase order deliveries for mid-December.  

 

Metal 3 noted that forecasting the needs for certain items affects the severity of the 

problems, as some Sandvik SKU’s are serial production whereas others are batch 

production. The specifications of Sandvik’s customer machine orders also determine 

which items are used in certain Sandvik SKU’s, as the various optional functionalities 

in the Sandvik SF-Drills product lines require different types of items depending on the 

selected options. The so called “option items” were excluded from this study, but it 

should be noted that the items that are used only if certain optional functionalities are 

selected by the end-customers can have a direct impact on the demand variability. As 

has been discussed in other contexts with the suppliers, one large customer machine 

order where all the machines have a rarer option can cause issues, since the safety 

stock levels at Sandvik for certain option items are far lower that the safety stock for 

the standard items, even if they are used in the same product lines. Even though 

Sandvik sends updated weekly purchase forecasts regularly to the suppliers, the 

suppliers have criticized the forecast accuracy. The inaccuracies in the forecast have 

been noted by Sandvik, but in practice the situation is very hard to be remedied, as the 

demand drivers for Sandvik products vary across the product lines, customers’ 

geographical locations and business sectors.  
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5.3 Risk treatment suggestions 

The Risk Treatment steps presented are based on the issues discussed during the 

Risk Workshops as well as some of the ideas brought forward by the suppliers. The 

Risk Treatment steps are presented as suggestions, as implementation of the Risk 

Treatment steps and Risk Monitoring are not part of the scope of this study. Suggestion 

5 did not fall inside the three themes discussed in the previous section and will be 

presented here as addition based on the other topics discussed during the Risk 

Workshops. One risk treatment suggestion was omitted from this section as it is based 

on the observations of the author of this study as a member of the procurement function 

of the case company and is not based on the empirical research material gathered 

during the Risk Assessment and Risk Workshop phases of this study. 

 

Suggestion 1. Investigating the feasibility of replacing the sub-level components used 

in the Sandvik SKU’s that have persistent availability issues and exceedingly long lead 

times. 

 

As was discussed at length, the suppliers highlighted the availability of externally 

procured components as a major source of delivery disruptions for Sandvik SF-Drills. 

The components that have been mandated by the Sandvik SKU-specifications can not 

be substituted without the direct involvement of the different engineering departments 

at Sandvik, thus the suppliers and the sourcing and procurement functions at Sandvik 

SF-Drills have to work around the constraints that are in effect set by the Sandvik 

specifications. The substitution of the components would require the engineering 

departments to greenlight the new items and in certain cases also testing of the SKU’s 

with the new items. As Metal 2 noted, replacing certain components in the Sandvik 

SKU’s would essentially require redesigning of the SKU’s, including prototyping and 

testing of the new SKU’s. Replacing some of the components would thus require a 

significant amount of resources not only from the suppliers but also from the different 

engineering departments, quality functions and sourcing departments at Sandvik to 

ensure that the new items would perform within satisfactory quality and functional 

levels in the Sandvik customer machines. As such, mitigating the availability issues of 

these components by substitution would require a holistic approach that would require 

the involvement of all relevant internal stakeholders at Sandvik SF-Drills in conjunction 
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with the suppliers. Currently substituting the components is only investigated when the 

supply disruptions have been realized and thus represents more reactionary crisis 

management, rather than proactive risk management. 

 

Suggestion 2. Formulating contingency plans with the suppliers in case of production 

equipment failures  

 

During the Risk Workshops it was mentioned that currently there are no contingency 

plans in case of production equipment failures at the suppliers. Machine breakdowns 

have caused significant delivery delays for certain suppliers in the past and it has been 

noted that currently the handling of machine breakdowns can be described as ad hoc 

and disorganized, both from the suppliers’ and Sandvik’s side. Machine breakdowns 

are an example of reactionary crisis management within the current supply chain 

network as currently there are no concrete and agreed practices regarding supplier 

machine breakdowns. Formulating contingency plans in case of machine breakdowns 

would help to alleviate the issue and establish concrete steps on how to handle the 

situations in an orderly manner, which would have a direct impact on the suppliers’ 

ability to maintain the agreed lead times despite the disruption in their production 

processes. This is also linked to the next suggestion, as especially with the metal 

suppliers existing production phase sub-contractor network would act as a backup in 

case the production processes at the suppliers’ own facilities become compromised. 

 

Suggestion 3. Helping the suppliers to set up production phase sub-contracting when 

applicable, to act as a safety net to share the load during increased demand and/or 

production equipment failures 

 

As was discussed especially with the metal suppliers, production phase sub-

contracting could be - and in the case of Metal 2 – has been used successfully to 

alleviate issues related to demand spikes and production equipment failures. However, 

setting up sub-contracting agreements is not a simple process and Sandvik could 

provide assistance to the suppliers in finding suitable partners and validating the 

potential sub-contractors. Sandvik has existing relationships with a wide range of 

suppliers and as a large customer for a variety of suppliers, Sandvik would hold greater 

bargaining power than the smaller suppliers. As mentioned previously, setting up sub-
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contracting would also allow to setup more concrete contingency plans in case of 

production equipment failures in the suppliers’ production processes. 

 

Suggestion 4. Setting up broader formalized contracts and buffer agreements with the 

suppliers to share the risks and costs of buffering critical sub-level components with 

long lead times and availability issues 

 

As mentioned previously, Sandvik has existing buffering agreements with the suppliers 

for certain items used in the production of Sandvik SF-Drills as well as finished 

assemblies. However, as Metal 1 noted broader buffering agreements would be seen 

as a risk mitigating factor by the suppliers. Currently the buffer stock levels and the 

buffered items are checked usually once a year, thus the agreed levels might not reflect 

the actual required buffer stock levels should the demand increase sufficiently enough 

within a short time span. Broader agreements with the suppliers would also provide 

the suppliers more incentive to increase their stock levels in cases where the 

forecasted demand has increased, as the forecast accuracy has been noted as being 

insufficient by many of the suppliers.  

 

Suggestion 5. Improving the communication between the suppliers and the different 

internal stakeholders at Sandvik SF-Drills, such as the engineering departments and 

setting up processes to help the suppliers to get their ideas forward on how to improve 

the production methods 

 

The issues regarding communication between suppliers and the internal stakeholders 

at Sandvik SF-Drills was brought up by Metal 1 and Elec 1 during the Risk Workshop, 

who explained that there are distinct deficiencies in Sandvik’s internal communication 

with engineering, there is currently a lack of defined processes for example in handling 

End-of-Life notices from manufacturers and product changes. Also, Metal 1 explained 

that the communication between Sandvik SF-Drills and the suppliers works well in one 

way, meaning that the communication from Sandvik to the suppliers is on a good level 

but the suppliers have had difficulties with presenting their suggestions regarding for 

example on how to streamline their own production processes by making certain 

changes to the SKU-drawings. Communication issues between internal stakeholders 

have been noted also at Sandvik, for example the representatives at the procurement 
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functions have mentioned that there is uncertainty regarding the internal 

responsibilities within the Sandvik engineering departments. Setting up clear 

communication channels and specifying the responsibilities within the internal 

stakeholders at Sandvik SF-Drills as well as the suppliers would allow for a more 

efficient sharing of information and ideas. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

This chapter will outline the empirical findings of this study by answering the research 

questions and offer some suggestions on further research topics in the academic 

discussion. The second section offers some additional observations that the author of 

this study was able to discern as a member of the case company’s procurement 

function. The section on further research topics will also offer some critique on the 

practical applicability of the theoretical concepts discussed in chapter 2. 

 

6.1 Answering the research questions 

This section will provide the answers to the research questions of this study introduced 

in chapter 1. The main research question is answered through the three sub-questions, 

which followed the progression of this thesis. 

 

The main question: “How can the main risk factors affecting the availability of the critical 

items be mitigated during future periods of high demand?” 

 

Sub-questions: 

1. What are the most critical items for the production flow and overall costs of three 

product lines of the case company 

 

This thesis outlined the process of determining item criticality through VED-analysis, 

in summary those items that have a VED-class 1 and that have had major availability 

issues in the past comprise the most critical items to the overall production process 

with the largest costs in case of item unavailability. It should be noted that this thesis 

intentionally excluded certain item classes from the study, as such the items discussed 

in this thesis do not represent the totality of the items that could be classified as VED-

class 1 and that have had significant availability issues in the past. This study also 

limited the time frame of the material shortage data to roughly two and half years, from 

June 2017 to November 2019, which had a distinct impact on the item selection 

process and items selected for this study. Nevertheless, the items selected for this 

study represent a broad range of critical items and all of the products in the case 
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company’s product portfolio utilize items that are similar in function, but not 

interchangeable between the product lines. 

 

The modified VED-analysis employed in this study provided a straightforward way of 

determining the most critical items from the material shortage data available from case 

company’s ERP system and the inclusion of the production line managers along with 

the production line workers provided the needed practical expertise on the items 

themselves and how their unavailability affects the overall production process. The 

model utilized in this study could be refined further to encompass a larger portion of 

the case company’s product portfolio as the case company currently does not have a 

defined process of determining item criticality to production flow. It should also be noted 

that the concept of “item criticality” is seemingly absent in the current SCRM literature 

and VED-model utilized in this study was adapted from literature pertaining to spare 

parts classification.  

 

2.  What are the main supply chain risk factors affecting the suppliers’ ability to deliver 

the critical items  

 

The risk assessment and the risk treatment phases of this study were conducted via 

the Risk Assessment Forms and the Risk Workshops conducted with the seven 

supplier companies selected during the first phase of this study. The Risk Workshops 

uncovered three main themes that were mostly uniform across all supplier companies, 

which were discussed in section 5.2. and of these risks, the availability of externally 

procured components with exceedingly long lead times was seen as the most major 

risk by the suppliers. The topics discussed during the Risk Workshops were mostly all 

known to the case company and the difficulties that the suppliers have faced been 

topics of discussion in the past during periods of high demand and material shortages. 

As such, the results of this study do not represent new information per se to the case 

company. However there has not been a concentrated SCRM process employed and 

these topics have not been brought up in a concise and uniform manner. Thus, this 

study represents the first presentation of these issues from a risk management 

perspective for the case company that also includes other internal stakeholders outside 

of the procurement and sourcing functions. The issues discussed during Risk 

Workshops are topics that most of the suppliers in the case company’s supply chain 
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network have to deal with, thus it can be argued that the risk treatment suggestions 

brought forward in section 5.3. have applicability with a wider range of other suppliers 

within the case company’s supply chain network. 

 

3.   What actions can be taken to mitigate the negative effects of main supply chain 

risk factors affecting the availability of critical items 

 

As was discussed in section 5.3., the suppliers operate in part within constraints set by 

the case company in technical context. Successful implementation of SCRM objectives 

will need to take into consideration that the specifications of the SKU’s and the sub-

level components selected for the SKU’s will have a profound impact on the suppliers’ 

ability to deliver the items, should the manufacturers of the components face delivery 

disruptions. It could be said that the temporary replacements of certain components 

represent more reactionary crisis management rather than proactive risk management, 

thus the alternative components should be examined before potential supply 

disruptions of the components starts affecting the material availability in the production 

lines.  

 

6.2 Observations from practical experience 

The author of this study was able to observe in practical working setting the co-

operation between the case company and the suppliers during the last six months of 

finalizing this study as a member of the case company’s procurement function. As such 

the author was able to survey certain deficiencies within the case company’s stance 

towards certain suppliers during a period constrained material availability and 

unusually high demand. As Fan & Stevenson (2018) mentioned, co-operation and 

collaboration between the supply chain partners is key for the successful 

implementation of SCRM procedures and as such, there need to be certain demands 

of the suppliers, especially when it pertains to the risks related to internal processes 

and the communication between the suppliers and the focal company. The suppliers 

have to be willing to acknowledge the existing issues within their internal processes 

and implement the necessary steps to correct them for any risk management activities 

to succeed. It has been noted within the procurement function of the case company 

that certain suppliers have either been unwilling or unable to identify or correct 
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discernible deficiencies in their internal processes, which have had a detrimental effect 

on the production processes of the case company due to late deliveries, distinct lack 

of clear communication and incorrect information regarding the delivery dates for the 

critical purchase orders. It has been suspected that certain suppliers have not made 

any preparations requested by the case company regarding increases in forecasted 

demand, meaning that the suppliers have not reacted in any meaningful way by 

increasing inventories or capacity when the overall demand has been on a clear 

upward trajectory. This has manifested in the suppliers being overwhelmed by the 

increased purchase order amounts, despite the assurances to the contrary. Some 

suppliers have been remarked as having presented problems like these for years in 

certain cases. Suppliers like these present a clear and concrete availability risk for the 

case company and cause notable extra workload for the procurement and sourcing 

functions of the case company due to poor communication and constant need to verify 

the actual delivery dates for purchase orders. This causes needless load also on the 

production management and production line supervisors due to the need to reschedule 

the production phase start due to delays of the assembly critical items. It could be 

argued that the stance on certain suppliers by the case company has been too lax and 

the lack of any meaningful contractual penalties regarding constant poor performance 

without any concrete or valid reasons has not presented these “indolent” suppliers any 

incentive to correct the deficiencies in their internal processes. Most of the risk 

management suggestions presented in this study focus on risk mitigation, however it 

could be argued that risk avoidance by divesting from these kinds of suppliers would 

be appropriate, should the poor performance and communication continue. 

 

Another issue regarding SCRM activities of the case company is the distinct lack of 

resources not only in the procurement and sourcing functions, but also in engineering. 

The potential for successful SCRM activities is very limited as the implementation of 

risk mitigation procedures would require deploying the limited resources that are 

mostly concentrated on sustaining the daily operations, rather than developing new 

processes or the existing processes further. As Fan & Stevenson (2018) mention, 

proper organizational resources are essential for the successful implementation of 

SCRM activities, however currently the human and technological resources are rather 

inflexible in responding to increases in overall demand. The increase in workload for 

the operational functions of the company doesn’t necessary correlate in a linear 
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fashion to the overall increase in demand, thus the limited resources available are 

mostly dedicated to reactionary crisis management, rather than proactive risk 

management. It could be argued that the resource limitations pose an additional risk 

for the operational functions and material availability for the case company, as the most 

critical tasks have to prioritized and the resource allocation is skewed towards 

managing the immediate production needs.  

 

In summary this study highlights some of the shortcomings in the current supply chain 

structure of the case company. Currently within the organizational structure of the 

company there is a tendency of operating within “functional silos” and the 

communication and information sharing overall would need to improve between the 

different functions before the root causes of the issues discussed in the empirical 

portion of this study could be resolved. One major takeaway is that risk management 

in the supply chain context can not be the sole responsibility of the sourcing and 

procurement functions of a company and a holistic approach that involves also the 

relevant internal stakeholders and especially the suppliers is required. The current 

academic SCRM literature is somewhat limited from an empirical perspective, as the 

concepts discussed in chapter 2 had to be modified and applied to fit the topic and the 

goals of this study.  

 

6.3 Further research 

This study has already highlighted some of shortcomings of the current academic 

discussion when it comes to practical application of the suggested methods related to 

the SCRM process, the differing views on the definitions of the key concepts and 

classification of the supply chain risks. The divergences in the viewpoints, objectives 

and research methods can make it very difficult to discern from the academic literature 

which methods and processes should be selected when applying the methods in a 

real-world setting. It can be very hard for a risk management practitioner to find the 

relevant information to their specific needs in terms of supply chain make-up, size and 

field of industry from the academic literature. There is also currently a lack of empirical 

research and examples of best practices related to the planning, implementation and 

execution of the steps of the SCRM process in companies. Empirical research and 

case studies related to successful implementation of SCRM activities would provide 
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concrete examples to risk management practitioners on how to better organize their 

activities. 

 

A point to highlight is the lack of focus on the suppliers and the risks that affect the 

suppliers’ ability to perform in the academic literature. Understanding the risks that that 

affect the suppliers is vital in order to maintain steady material flows and detecting 

potential issues in advance. In the context of this study, one of the points that was 

brought up by the suppliers is the fact that the suppliers operate in part within 

constraints set by the case company’s product specifications and the availability of 

multiple sources for certain components is limited or non-existent due to the 

requirements of the case company. Thus far there has not been any meaningful 

research on how the suppliers are affected by the focal company’s processes and 

product specifications in terms supply chain risk management. 

 

Finally, one of the focal points of this study was item criticality from a manufacturing 

perspective. The item criticality assessment method utilized in this study was adapted 

from spare parts classification literature and the VED-model was adjusted to fit the 

specific production processes of the case company. It could be argued that for a 

manufacturing company, knowledge about the item criticality to their production 

processes would be a vital component in risk management activities, as it would help 

to concentrate the risk management efforts in the right places. Item criticality could also 

be utilized as one of the dimensions in inventory management. The example of car 

manufacturer Toyota and their exceptional performance during COVID-19 pandemic 

compared to their competitors by stockpiling the chips needed in everything from 

engine maintenance to car safety and entertainment systems (Reuters 2021) could 

serve as a crucial case study on how a company could implement the item criticality 

assessment as a part of their SCRM activities.  
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8 Appendices 

 

Appendix 1. Risk Assessment Form questions 

 
 

General Questions  

 
How many major customers does your company have? 

  

 
How many percent of overall sales does the largest customer comprise for your company? 

  

 
How many percent of overall sales does Sandvik SF-Drills comprise for your company? 

  

 
How many major suppliers does your company have? 

  

 
How many percent of purchases does the largest supplier comprise for your company? 

  

  

  

 
Issues related to suppliers 

1 The company’s supplier experiences problems in meeting the company’s quality criteria. 

2 Significant quality problems are not detected by the supplier prior to delivery to the company 

3 Deliveries are delayed due to a temporary capacity shortage at the supplier (insufficient 

machinery or staff capacity). 

4 Suppliers are unable to respond to significantly higher demand than forecasted 
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5 Suppliers are unable to adapt their production to significantly lower demand than forecasted 

6 Supplier of critical items is unable to meet agreed delivery times 

7 Supplier of critical items fails or faces significant delivery issues 

8 Alternative suppliers for critical items are not available 

9 Feedback to suppliers is ignored or not communicated within the supply network 

10 Communication with the suppliers of critical materials is sporadic or supplier’s answers are 

delayed or incorrect 

11 Poor communication with the suppliers leads to insufficient supplier performance and material 

shortages 

  

 
Issues related to demand 

12 Customer’s demand is significantly (>20%) higher than forecasted  

13 Customer’s demand is significantly lower (<20%) lower than forecasted 

14 Customer’s forecast unreliability causes issues with company’s production planning  

15 Customer’s forecast unreliability causes issues with company’s delivery capability 

16 Unreliable customer forecast causes issues with company’s forecast to its suppliers 

17 Customer’s demand variability causes issues with company’s production planning 

18 Customer’s demand variability causes issues with company’s delivery reliability 
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19 Customer’s demand uncertainty causes excess stocks  

20 Customer’s demand uncertainty causes stock-out 

  

 
Issues related to internal processes 

21 Deliveries are delayed due to a temporary capacity 

shortage (insufficient machinery or staff capacity). 

22 Long-term machinery or staff capacity is insufficient 

to meet increasing production. 

23 Production delivery cycle is too long or its 

predictability varies greatly. 

24 Too vast product range makes production process 

difficult to control. 

25 The company experiences problems in meeting the 

customer’s quality criteria during production. 

26 Significant quality problems are not detected prior to 

delivery to the end customer. 

29 Insufficient production equipment service reliability 

and performance (possibly no redundancy, 

expensive replaceable parts, they cannot be 

procured quickly enough or difficult to repair). 

30 Critical production equipment failure causes production issues 

31 Problems in recruiting competent workforce lead to production delays 

32 The company loses a key person or persons that leads to production delays 

33 A key person in the company goes on an extended sick leave 

34 Defects in production planning cause problems in 

meeting delivery lead times. 

35 Errors and usability of the company's ERP system 

negatively impact the meeting of delivery 

requirements. 

36 Insufficient material stock prevents the fulfilment of delivery 

requirements. 

37 Customer forecast not communicated properly or ignored within the company 

38 Customer feedback not communicated or ignored within the company 
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Issues related to customers 

39 Communication with the largest customers is sporadic or customer’s answers are delayed or 

incorrect 

40 Poor communication with a major customer leads to poor delivery performance  

41 Customer’s product specifications are inaccurate or 

erroneous. 

42 Customer’s product specifications change unexpectedly 

43 Agreed delivery times to a large customer are too short or can not be fulfilled due to increased 

lead times from suppliers 

44 Customer's priorization of certain purchase order lines causes problems with production 

planning 
  

 
SKU-specific issues 

45 The  specialized work (machining, welding, installation) used in the SKU(s) causes problems 

with production planning 

46 The specialized components, raw materials or semi-finished goods used in the SKU(s) causes 

problems with material availability 

47 The SKU(s) require specialized transportation that causes delivery issues 

48 The  SKU(s) require more production capacity which causes problems with production 

planning 
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Appendix 2. Risk Workshop agendas by suppliers 

 

 

 

Metal 1 

 

Customer’s demand uncertainty causes excess stocks   RKF 30 

Do the excess stocks cause an issue mainly in the form of capital tied to the inventory 

or does this also pose an issue for the finished products? Does the lack of storing 

space hinder the storing of finished goods and how significant of an issue is this? 

 

Long-term machinery or staff capacity is insufficient to meet increasing production. 

RKF 36 

Has your company planned on increasing production capacity or does the demand 

uncertainty create a situation where investments to increase capacity are not seen 

feasible? Are the current production facilities so cramped that the capacity investments 

are not possible due to lack of space? How large of an overall demand increase can 

your current production capacity withstand? 

 

Customer’s product specifications change unexpectedly  RKF 27 

Are there deficiencies on how your major customers inform about product specification 

changes and how does affect your production process in practice. If this issue is also 

with Sandvik, how in your opinion Sandvik could improve the current ECN process? 
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Customer's prioritization of certain purchase order lines causes problems with 

production planning      RKF 27 

How in your opinion could your customers and specifically Sandvik improve the 

informing of prioritization of order lines and how does the order line prioritization affect 

your production process in practice? 

 

The SKU(s) require more production capacity which causes problems with production 

planning      RKF 27 

What are the main issues in the production process of the metal structures in your 

production planning? What are the main issues in the production of the metal structures 

and how in your opinion could these issues be mitigated? 

 

The  SKU(s) require higher than average production capacity which causes problems 

with production planning     RKF 27 

During the first workshop it was mas mentioned that the tanks are the most susceptible 

for delays, in the past welding capacity has been a problem for the tanks specifically. 

Do the issues with production planning for the tanks concern specifically the welding 

capacity or are there also other issues? Could some parts of the welding process also 

potentially outsourced or are the SKU’s so complex that outsourcing is not an option? 
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Metal 2 

 

Supplier of critical items is unable to meet agreed delivery times RKF 18 

What product categories does this concern and in what Sandvik SKU’s are the item of 

these product categories used in? Have the availability problems of these product 

categories been constant or do they appear more seldom? 

 

The specialized components, raw materials or semi-finished goods used in the 

production of the SKU(s) cause problems with material availability RKF 12 

Which item categories especially affect the deliveries of the metal assemblies and are 

these materials which are not used in the production of other SKU’s? Are there any 

alternative suppliers for these items? 

 

The production capacity during periods of high demand 

During the discussions with sourcing and the representative of UG-Drills, it was noted 

that Metal 2 has had serious problems in the past with the sufficiency of production 

capacity. How has Metal2 prepared for the next period of high demand and are there 

any specific product categories, where the sufficiency of the production capacity might 

be seen as a risk? 

 

Back-up plans in case of a critical production equipment breakdowns 

Does Metal2 have plans in case of a critical production equipment breakdowns and 

are there specific item categories, where the breakdowns would pose the most 

significant production disruptions? 
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Metal 3 

 

Supplier of critical items is unable to meet agreed delivery times RKF 18 

What product categories does this concern and in what Sandvik SKU’s are the item of 

these product categories used in? Have the availability problems of these product 

categories been continuous or do they appear more seldom? Are there alternative 

suppliers available for these item? 

 

Customer’s demand is significantly (>20%) higher than forecasted RKF 18 

How are the customer forecasts communicated to the supplier network, which product 

categories are the biggest problems when the actual demand is higher than the 

forecasted demand? Do certain suppliers have capacity limitations which prevent them 

from responding to the higher than forecasted demand? Have the availability problems 

of these product categories been continuous or do they appear more seldom? 

 

Customer’s demand variability causes issues with company’s delivery reliability 

      RKF 18 

How does the customer demand variability manifest in practice in the daily operations 

and do the problems related to demand variability only affect certain customers? How 

do the problems with demand variability in practice reflect to the deliveries of Sandvik 

SKU’s? 

 

SKU-specific risks: Work, production machinery and materials needed in production 

may cause production bottlenecks    RKF 12 

In practice how do the production processes and production planning for these specific 

Sandvik SKU’s differ from other products and what materials used in the production of 

the Sandvik SKU’s are most susceptible to availability problems? How large of an 

increase in demand can the current capacity withstand? 
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Additional topics: 

Inaccuracy of customer forecasts and uncertainty of customer demand  RKF 12 

Is the forecast inaccuracy a problem for all customers and how does it affect the 

production of Sandvik SKU’s? The suppliers of which product categories have the most 

difficulty in responding to varying demand? 

 

 

Possible breakdowns and service reliability of production machinery  RKF 12 

Which production phases are most susceptible to breakdowns and are there any back-

up plans in case of breakdowns? 

 

 

 

Metal 4 

 

Deliveries are delayed due to a temporary capacity shortage at the supplier (insufficient 

machinery or staff capacity).    RKF 27 

The suppliers of which product categories have the most difficulty in keeping the 

promised lead times and how do the availability problems of these items affect the 

production of Sandvik SKU’s? Are there persistent problems with certain item 

categories? 

 

Suppliers are unable to respond to significantly higher demand than forecasted 

      RKF 36 

How are the customer forecasts communicated to the supplier network and for which 

item categories is the higher than forecasted demand the biggest problem? Do certain 

suppliers have capacity constraints that prevent them from responding to the higher 

demand? 
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Alternative suppliers for critical items are not available  RKF 45 

Which item categories does this concern and in which Sandvik SKU’s are these items 

used? How does the lack of alternative suppliers show in practice in the daily 

operations and have there been availability issues with these items? If there has been, 

how have the availability issues affected the production of Sandvik items? 

 

Agreed delivery times to a large customer are too short or can not be fulfilled due to 

increased lead times from suppliers    RKF 27 

 

The specialized components, raw materials or semi-finished goods used in the 

production of the SKU(s) cause problems with material availability RKF 27 

 

Additional topics: 

Production management and customer order handling 

During the discussions with sourcing it was noted that there have been severe 

deficiencies in the customer order handling process and the order confirmations for 

purchase orders did not always reflect the actual production situation. How are the 

customers purchase orders and order confirmations handled internally and how is the 

production management arranged? 
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Elec 1 

 

Alternative suppliers for critical items are not available  RKF 27 

Which item categories does this concern and in which Sandvik SKU’s are these items 

used? How does the lack of alternative suppliers show in practice in the daily 

operations and have there been availability issues with these items? If there has been, 

how have the availability issues affected the production of Sandvik items? 

 

Problems in recruiting competent workforce lead to production delays RKF 18 

Has the availability of competent workers been mentioned as a possible risk during 

earlier discussion and which production phases does the limited availability of workers 

affect the most? Does Elec1 require special skills and special education that limits the 

amount of suitable candidates? How has Elec1 sought to ensure sufficient amount of 

workforce for periods of high demand? 

 

Additional topics: 

Communication with certain suppliers and supplier performance 

During the discussions with sourcing it was noted that Elec 1 had talked about 

communication problems with certain suppliers and that it was difficult to get concrete 

answers on delivery dates. Are there alternative supply channels for the products of 

these suppliers and is the communication with the suppliers generally seen as a 

problem? Have these suppliers caused material availability issues in production? 

 

 

The usability of the supplier’s ERP system 

During the discussions with sourcing it was mentioned that the ERP system in use at 

Elec1 may have caused stocking errors. Are there any plans on updating the ERP 

system and has the ERP system caused any extra work in terms of material handling 
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Hydr 1 

 

Alternative suppliers for critical items are not available  RKF 48 

Which item categories does this concern and in which Sandvik SKU’s are these items 

used? How does the lack of alternative suppliers show in practice in the daily 

operations and have there been availability issues with these items? If there has been, 

how have the availability issues affected the production of Sandvik items? 

 

Customers’ demand variability causes issues with company’s production planning    

      RKF 36 

How does the customers’ demand variability affected the production processes in 

practice and how has this affected the production of Sandvik’s SKU’s? Do the largest 

customers provide a forecast and have the forecasts been accurate? 

 

 

Customer’s demand uncertainty causes excess stocks   RKF 30 

Which product categories the problems with excess stocks are the greatest and what 

effects have the excess stocks had in the daily operations? Are these materials used 

in the production of Sandvik SKU’s and are these problems related to customer 

forecast inaccuracies? 

 

Customer forecast not communicated properly or ignored within the supply network    

      RKF 27 

Do the communication problems with customers also concern Sandvik and how do the 

communication problems with customers affect the daily operations? If the problems 

concern mostly other customers, how do the problems effect the deliveries of Sandvik 

orders? 
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Customer’s product specifications are inaccurate or erroneous. RKF 36 

Are the inaccurate product specification also a problem with Sandvik or are these 

problems with other customer? How do these problems affect the deliveries of Sandvik 

purchase orders? 

 

Agreed delivery times to a large customer are too short or can not be fulfilled due to 

increased lead times from suppliers    RKF 60 

Which product categories pose the greatest problems in maintaining agreed lead times 

to customers and are problems due mostly to material availability or internal capacity 

constraints? With which items are the problems most prevalent and do these problems 

also affect the production of Sandvik SKU’s? 

 

 

Customer's prioritization of certain purchase order lines causes problems with 

production planning     RKF 36 

How does the customer's prioritization of certain purchase order lines affect the daily 

operations and do these issues also concern Sandvik? Are the problems related mostly 

to situations where there already exists a backlog of late orders? 
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Hydr 2 

 

 

Alternative suppliers for critical items are not available  RKF 12 

 

Which item categories does this concern and in which Sandvik SKU’s are these items 

used? How does the lack of alternative suppliers show in practice in the daily 

operations and have there been availability issues with these items? If there has been, 

how have the availability issues affected the production of Sandvik items? 

 

Customer’s product specifications change unexpectedly  RKF 10 

 

Does this also concern Sandvik or is this a problem mainly with other customers? Are 

the ECN’s from Sandvik delivered to the local production facility through the main office 

and if they are, are there any problems with information flow from the main office to the 

local production facility? 

 

Customer's prioritization of certain purchase order lines causes problems with 

production planning     RKF 12 

How does the customer's prioritization of certain purchase order lines affect the daily 

operations and do these issues also concern Sandvik? Are the problems related mostly 

to situations where there already exists a backlog of late orders? 

 

Additional topics: 

Quality and internal processes 

During the discussions with sourcing it was noted that there have been significant 

quality issues especially with certain machined parts used in the hydraulic assemblies. 

How have these quality issues been handled internally and how has the local 
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production facility sought to minimize the issues related to the poor quality of these 

parts? It was also noted that there have been issues with the sub-level components 

used in the hydraulic assemblies, how are the issues related to component quality 

handled within Hydr 2? 

 

 

 


